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Foreward

Foreword
Safety and security are often misunderstood in South Africa.
They’re misunderstood as concepts and misunderstood in terms of
what it takes to achieve them. Sadly too many South Africans sign on
the dotted line for armed response, take out an insurance policy and
think that their security is now taken care of. But this is insufficient
and short-sighted. Security is a personal commitment to making the
right decisions with good research and information at hand to prevent
any incidents.
The only way to develop a safe environment for you and your family is
to develop the appropriate mindset. The appropriate mindset does not
mean being alarmist or paranoid. It means having a clear and informed
approach to your security and the options available to you to improve
it.
It also means learning the two most critical security lessons every
South African needs to learn:
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1. You cannot delegate responsibility for your security.
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Just because you pay an armed response company a few hundred rand
a month doesn’t make your security their responsibility. Home and
personal security starts and stops with you and only you. Armed response and other service providers are there to help with parts of the
overall effort but you cannot delegate full responsibility to them.
2. A combination of security measures and devices and the right
mindset and preparation are all necessary for creating a safe
environment.
No one security provider or device manufacturer can do the whole job.

Through a lifetime of working in and around the security and policing environment, I’ve been fortunate enough through a rather eclectic
mix of skills and positions to develop an understanding of the criminal
mindset, where common vulnerabilities are found in residential security and what measures do and don’t work to deter and prevent crime.

Foreward

You need all the right measures working together in sync to have an
effective blanket of security around you and your family.

While this book has been written specifically for the members of the
Milnerton Crime Watch Trust, I believe that the principles and practices I’ve outlined here will help just about anyone who is ready and
willing to take crime and safety and security seriously.
I hope that that you will enjoy and learn from it and that it will help
you feel safer. I also hope that it will help you develop a deeper understanding of your own ability to contribute towards a safer community.

A special word of thanks to all the members who contributed to
this work by proof reading, adding suggestions on what topics they
would like covered and of course assisted with reading the final edits.

Thank you to Joachim Fassman Jane, Evans and David Hawes for
their input and guidance on the content and of course to my old friends
Yann Mouret and Stan Bezuidenhoudt for their invaluable input on the
content.
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This work wouldn’t have been possible without the enduring patience of editor and copywriter Celia Fleming.
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Introduction

Introduction
During 1998 Inspector Izak Oberholtzer of the Milnerton SAPS developed the blueprint for what would later become the Milnerton Crime
Watch Trust (MCWT).
At the time, Milnerton was a growing area with an astronomical crime
rate and limited policing resources. The concept was to take the fledgling neighbourhood watch (NHW) and convert it into a more dynamic
tool that could be used to effectively reduce crime in the area.
Like many neighbourhood watches the old Milnerton NHW was struggling to find residents with the time to devote to patrolling the area
after a long day at work. A different approach was put forward, one in
which residents each contribute a monthly sum that would go into a
kitty and be used to pay off-duty policemen and reservists to patrol the
area in donated vehicles.
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With sufficient buy-in from the community the project started with
patrols running Mondays to Fridays during working hours.
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As more members came on board the project grew to cover the area
with patrols seven days a week. In time this became 24/7 coverage of
the area with one patrol vehicle manned by uniformed officers.
Since inception the Milnerton Crime Watch Trust has reduced crime in
the area by 60% and kept it at this level.
In 2004 the project came under fire from the SAPS management and
despite protestations about the merits of the project we were no longer
permitted to use off-duty SAPS members or reservists. This led to the
project being registered with the Private Security Industry Regulatory
Authority (PSIRA) as a private security company.

Today the MCWT is one of the most successful projects of its kind
and is effectively a private security company owned by the people it
serves, utilising 90% of its income to fund patrols directly.

Introduction

The project was converted to a trust of which every contributing member is a direct beneficiary. We acquired public liability insurance to
ensure proper coverage against all eventualities and employed an exceptional team of patrolmen who are all registered with PSIRA.

Our patrols cover the Milnerton Proper area (four square kilometers)
with active patrols in two vehicles on a 24/7 basis. While our core focus is proactive patrols, our vehicles also respond to alarm activations
and of course calls for assistance by members who have direct access
to our patrolmen via cellphone.
We work hand in hand with the sector manager from the Milnerton
SAPS who routinely briefs our patrols on crime trends in the area and
surrounds and is always available for support should the vehicles require it.
The MCWT continues to make exceptional arrests for a variety of
crimes while also preventing countless offences by heading off opportunistic criminals as they enter the area.

Over the years we have been reproduced in areas as far afield as
Gauteng and have even seen private security companies trying to trade
off the goodwill of our reputation. Clearly imitation is the best form
of flattery.
There is and always will be only one definitive Milnerton Crime Watch
Trust.
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Combined with a good alarm monitoring company, the MCWT represents the best possible community initiative for the consistent reduction and prevention of crime.
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Dedicated to the memory of Andrew Stephenson who
gave so much to his community and his guidance and
unwaivering support to the project.

Chapter One: Home Security

Our homes are where we spend the majority of our time and of course
where we should feel safe, comfortable and protected. The reality of life
in South Africa (and many other parts of the world) is that we need to
put quite a bit of work into our homes to render them safe.

Home Security

A person’s home is their castle – literally and figuratively.

Turning an average home into a safe environment is no simple task and
should be approached methodically and sensibly. In a perfect world,
you would ask a professional risk or security consultant to perform a
detailed assessment of your property and outline the appropriate measures that should be put in place to secure it.
Professional consultants for this type of assessment typically charge between R5000 and R10 000 for a full residential risk assessment. The aim
of such an assessment is to highlight any critical security flaws and to
assess possible security upgrades and balance the increase in security
against the cost to find the proverbial ‘sweet spot’ where you gain the
best increase in security for the lowest investment. Using a consultant
is different to having someone from an alarm company pay you a visit
and tell you what they can do, because a consultant is impartial and not
tied to any company, sales target or product.

In the next few chapters we’ll look at what the average homeowner can
do to secure their own property by following some basic tips and, for
example, understanding the difference between burglar bars that are
‘pretty’ and ones that work when installed correctly. You will learn how
to critically assess your property to ensure that you’re getting maximum security out of what you have and where to gain the best increase
in security for the lowest spend.
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A full residential risk assessment is well worth doing, but is beyond the
means of the average person.
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The Theory of Concentric Layers of Security

The Theory of Concentric Layers of Security
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Most people are surprised to learn that security studies go as high as
bachelor degree level. In some countries doctorates in security studies
are available. The study of security sciences shows us that there are different models of security and that when applied correctly, these models
can be measured and audited.
In this section I’ll concentrate on one specific model which is the theory of concentric circles of security (more about this later).
Once you have a security model to work from, the rest is down to a
little preparation and a lot of negotiation with contractors.
Let’s take a moment and consider a castle. It has a moat, a drawbridge,
and parapets for lookouts. It is well fortified! Draw a castle and its basic security and you will see concentric circles of security. Each ring
around a castle provides a barrier that someone would have to bypass
in order to reach the inner dwellings. This is the theory of concentric
rings, and it can be applied to our modern-day security in a simple
diagram:

Should a criminal slip through the gaps (and yes, all patrols have
gaps) they need to breach the next layer of your security which is your
boundary fence or wall, and they will then need to cross your garden
to reach the house. In the garden they may have to move past motion
activated lights at night, or simply walk straight up to the house in the
day. This is also where they would encounter your dog if you have one.
Providing they penetrate those defences, they then have to breach the
physical layer of your security – the windows, burglar bars, gates and
doors to your home. If they get through this layer, they have to contend
with your internal burglar alarm and panic button.

The Theory of Concentric Layers of Security

At the outskirts, we have residential patrols such as Crime Watch (or
perhaps your neighbourhood watch if you’re not in the Milnerton Proper area), armed response, alert neighbours and the SAPS sector vehicle
which should be actively maintaining a visible presence throughout the
area to deter any opportunistic criminals and spot suspicious movements in the area before they have the chance to reach your property.

Assuming that a criminal has made it through these layers, they then
need to take what they want and of course escape through the same
layers ideally without being seen.
Typically, most homes have these layers of security and yet they still fall
prey to criminals.

Called ‘social engineering’ it involves a criminal dressing, looking and
acting as though they actually belong in the area and on the property.
Our perceptions are engineered to view someone like this as unthreatening, and we won’t pay attention while they check out our area.
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Over the years I have visited hundreds of homes and commercial
premises that have been broken into or that I’ve surveyed on behalf of
clients. These sites range from stately residences in the best suburbs to
modest homes in less affluent areas. Experience has shown me that the
easiest way through all layers of security is the simplest.
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A drive through the suburb with a confused look and a map or GPS
can easily see a criminal pass as low or no risk while they scope out the
neighbourhood. Similarly, handing out flyers door to door or
knocking will do the trick. With a little scoping work while going about
their ‘business’ a criminal can easily spot a good target and relay this
information to a cohort who will decide when the best time will be to
strike.
With an idea of what they’re out to achieve, the criminal then approaches the house in a respectable vehicle dressed appropriately – either in
business or working attire – and gains quick entry through gates by
bouncing them from their rails or forcing the lock (a technique that a
practised criminal can execute in seconds without being seen).
Once on the property and through the initial layers of security, the
criminal now only has to bypass windows, gates, doors and burglar
bars and he’s in. Defeating an alarm system is equally not much of a feat
for many criminals since so many people are obliged to use the cheapest possible alarm system and frequently have these badly installed by
tradesmen without the relevant qualifications and experience. Getting
through burglar bars is quite simple with the right leverage and practice or if the criminal is small enough. Gaining access is obviously even
easier if a homeowner has been kind enough to leave a window open
for ventilation or pets.
Ultimately, the average homeowner is the criminal’s greatest asset. Human nature counts against us in the fight against crime. We’re naturally
relaxed in our home environment and tend to drop our guard when
things have been safe for a period of time. Similarly, we’re prudent
when it comes to spending money – especially when we’re not 100%
familiar with what we’re buying. This results in the installation of cheap
locks, badly fitted burglar bars and substandard alarm systems. However, this doesn’t mean that buying the most expensive is any guarantee
either. Later in this chapter I will arm you with some basic knowledge
to work your way around these challenges.

Quick Point

Good residential security requires the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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•

Knowledge of what resources are available to you and how to
use them.
Solid walls or gates that deter entry but offer practical daily
living.
Locks that are suitable for their intended purpose and properly fitted.
Appropriate and attractive burglar bars that are fitted the hard
way – the only way.
Solid doors where necessary.
Gates that are practical, maintained and sturdy.
Alarm systems that are fitted to nothing less than South African Intruder Detection Services Association (SAIDSA) standard and serviced and tested regularly.
Outdoor lighting that is attractive and functional.
Environmental security within your garden (proper trimming
and vegetation selection).
As much knowledge about your area and crime in your area
as possible.
A relationship with your neighbours in which you at least
know them by name and how to contact them.

The Theory of Concentric Layers of Security

So how can the average homeowner protect and improve the integrity of each layer of security to place a ring of steel around their
loved ones and possessions?
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In this chapter we will deal with the individual layers of security and
how you can test and improve each one to ensure that you have maximum protection within each layer. By strengthening each layer you will
effectively create a greater deterrent to opportunistic criminals while
also attacking the average criminal’s main enemy – time!
You will discover that strengthening each layer of security is more about
planning and preparation than actual work and even more pleasantly
you’ll find that it’s not a tremendously expensive exercise.
Consider how difficult a criminal’s life would become if each person in
your road strengthened their layers, each layer overlapping the next.
Rounded off with a good patrolling eye you would have a road that offered very little to a criminal apart from hard targets and the high risk
of being caught.
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section we’ll discuss ‘the human factor’ – how human resources such as the police and
residential patrols play a role in our home security. In the second section we’ll discuss ‘the hardware factor’ – the physical components of
home security such as gates, locks and burglar bars.

Section One: The Human Factor in Home Security
Police Services and How They Work

With a good understanding of the mechanisms that drive the SAPS
and how to work within the framework an individual homeowner can
indeed gain access to more visible policing and better service delivery.
In order to put policing in SA in the appropriate context, one needs
to understand the basic mechanisms and management of an average
police station. For the sake of example, let us look at a basic structure
of a director-level station (director being the most senior officer at the
station).

Police Services and How They Work

This probably seems to be a stupid question in many respects, however
I have found that the average South African has only a basic understanding at best of how the SAPS and policing in general works and
what their rights are within the processes that SAPS has.
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Police Services and How They Work

A director-level station will have a staff complement of around 200.
Within these 200 staff are management, logistics, public relations, administrative staff, human resources, cashiers, liquor and firearm officers, detectives, crime intelligence and of course functional policing
members. Functional policing is what most people identify easily.
These are uniformed members of the SAPS who work in the public eye
handling complaints and doing visible policing.
Of a staff complement of around 200 less than half are functional members with the balance being administrative, logistical, etc. As with any
business, the management of staff requires an infrastructure and people to manage it. Let’s say that a station has 100 functional members.
In order to provide 24/7 coverage, these are divided into at least four
shifts to ensure that members work the prescribed number of shifts but
also have rest days. This reduces the potential number of uniformed
members on a shift to 25.
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The generally acknowledged sick and annual leave factor at most stations in South Africa is 20%, which puts the total headcount per shift at
20. Of those 20, there have to be at least two (preferably more) people
manning the Community Service Centre (‘charge office’ in the old lingo), and there needs to be at least one person manning or controlling
the cells.
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That leaves roughly 17 people to man the vehicles that will patrol and
respond to complaints. Two people per vehicle means that at ‘full
strength’ the station can put eight vehicles on the road divided between
sector policing and complaints.
These numbers look pretty low, but all organisations require an administrative and support structure. Bottlenecks develop and service
delivery is affected when major crimes happen and a vehicle must be
sent with staff to control the scene and wait for the various personnel
to arrive from forensics, etc.

In this situation the station’s on-the-ground manpower is reduced
from a possible eight vehicles to six. A busy nightshift, for example,
can quickly deplete manpower and lead to slower response times than
communities would like. In between this, officers working an eight- to
12-hour shift also need to have a break to eat and rest and complete
their administration.
Realistically, our on-the-ground uniformed policing presence in South
Africa is low in numbers and the officers on the road do an exceptional
job under the circumstances.

Police Services and How They Work

This immediately takes that patrol vehicle out of circulation for an hour
or two. At the same time, making an arrest will also take a vehicle off
the road for an hour at least while the prisoner is processed and the
case docket opened.

Understanding this, what are the implications for our community?
By understanding that there is indeed a management structure behind
every marked vehicle we see on the road, we’re able to appreciate that
when things don’t work the way that they should, we do have a recourse
as long as we have accurate information and know the channel to follow. We’re also able to understand why we have Community Police Forums (CPFs) in South Africa (more about those later).

Each sector has an experienced police officer as the sector manager.
The sector manager is responsible for interacting with the community
in his sector, familiarising himself with crime patterns and trends and
focusing on ‘high flyers’ (prominent criminals) in that sector. It is the
sector manager’s responsibility to feed back directly to the community
on crimes and trends in his sector and to get their input.
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Around 2004, the SAPS adopted the sector policing model which has a
major impact on how our communities are policed. Effectively, sector
policing takes a large precinct (the area covered by your police station)
and divides it into smaller pieces using natural boundaries such as major roads. These are called sectors.
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Police Services and How They Work

At the same time, the sector manager is tasked with overseeing the
shifts that patrol the sector to ensure that they are briefed on the crime
trends in the area and patrol accordingly.
Within the sector policing model, each sector vehicle is supposed to be
equipped with a cellphone that is accessible 24/7/365 to the community
it serves. The sector manager also has a dedicated cellphone to make
him accessible to the community. In reality, we have to bear in mind
that cellphones can’t always be answered immediately, they fail and
need replacing, and batteries go flat. However the principle is sound as
it brings the community and their local police closer together.
When it works, sector policing is phenomenal. It really does make an
impact and makes managing crime and trends easier while focusing
attention on known criminals in the area.
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We now need to tie together the manpower component of a police station with the aims and objectives of sector policing to see how it works,
and also to understand why it doesn’t work as well as it should.
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We’ve looked at how a police station with 200 staff could probably field
eight vehicles at any point in time for visible policing. If your station
has five sectors for example, there should be one vehicle dedicated to
each and the balance for complaints. Sector vehicles can do complaints
(calls from 10111) but ideally should be focused on proactive patrols.
Often, when one sector is busier than another, the sector vehicles are
moved to that area to keep the crime down and consequently visible
policing in the quieter sectors suffers. It’s not ideal, but it is realistic and
achieves the overall objective of reducing crime and providing a safe
and secure environment.
It’s important to remember that sector policing is a flexible model. All
policing models need to be adaptable to crime trends and patterns in
the interests of providing service delivery.

In my opinion, a CPF and Sector CPF can only be effective if they truly
understand policing policy and mechanisms and ensure that these are
maximised.
Too often people don’t report crimes because they’re either seen as petty or as ‘unsolvable’ and of course the community gets disheartened
when they don’t see a direct line of action after a crime so they stop
reporting the smaller ones.

Police Services and How They Work

In order for sector policing to perform at its best, the community needs
to be involved. There need to be regular feedback meetings with the
sector manager to discuss crime patterns and what’s being done to address them. There need to be regular sessions where community concerns are raised and properly addressed. The community also needs to
be involved as reservists ideally, or at the very least in helping to pass
on information.

This is a monumental mistake. Only by reporting every single crime
that happens in the area can the station justify additional resources.
Just like any organisation, your local police station has to justify the
need and expense of additional manpower and logistics. This can only
be done when the community is actively reporting crimes – no matter
how petty they may seem.

Your first port of call for a concern or complaint should be your sector manager. If you don’t get a satisfactory response from the sector
manager, you’re entitled to escalate your concern to either the head of
visible policing (to whom sector managers report) at your local station
if it is regarding uniformed policing, or to the head of detectives at the
station if it is an investigative matter.
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Finally, let’s look at the chain of recourse that you have as a resident if
you’re not happy with the way that policing is happening or with the
actions of a police officer.
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What are the Metro Police
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Beyond this, you can raise your concern directly with the station commissioner. Ideally this should be done through the CPF chairperson so
that he or she can provide their input and sit in on the meeting.
If after meeting with the station commissioner you still don’t feel that
your concerns have been adequately addressed, you can take the matter
further to the Independent Complaints Directorate who oversee policing and corruption and investigate such incidents based on complaints
received by the community.
With the mechanisms above and a basic understanding of how your
local station works, you can increase your own personal security by
staying informed and using the resources available to you in the most
appropriate way.

What Are the Metro Police?
Contacting The Police

In South Africa we have two types of police. We have national police
(the SAPS) and metropolitan police (Metro). The SAPS is funded from
the national budget, whereas the Metro police are funded by local
government. Metro has its own management structure and priorities
whereas the SAPS has the consistent national priority of crime prevention and investigation of crime.
Metro police are tasked with predominantly policing municipal bylaws
such as traffic laws and laws regarding loitering, vending, prostitution,
vagrancy and noise pollution.
The telephone number of your local Metro police is handy for reporting someone running a business illegally from a house, barking dogs,
loitering, etc. These can be dealt with by the SAPS, but Metro are actually the appropriate channel for dealing with these matters.
So, if a municipal bylaw is being transgressed, Metro are the right people to call. If a crime has been committed, call the SAPS.

Crime Watch The Book
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Contacting The Police

Contacting the Police
To contact the police you can call 10111 or 107, or phone the station,
or phone the sector vehicle directly – but which one will get the best
and quickest result?
If you’re calling for something routine, then the switchboard at your
local police station is the best place to start. Bear in mind that your
local station’s switchboard directs calls around the station for logistics,
HR, functional policing, detectives, communications and more – that
makes for a busy switchboard.
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Calls to 107 are routed to a combined emergency services line that can
transfer you to fire, ambulance, police or any other emergency service
you may need. This is really effective in a situation where you’re not
quite sure what kind of assistance you need or if, for example, you need
both the police and an ambulance.
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10111 is a central SAPS control room. All calls into this control room
are recorded and you can ask for (if it’s not given automatically) a reference number for your call. Once a call is registered with 10111 it’s
captured on the computer and a reference number is attached to it. The
dispatcher then gives the call over to the closest vehicle and will wait
for feedback from them before the call is closed. This way you’re at least
certain that the call will be captured and tracked until the responsible
vehicle provides feedback to the controller and closes the call.
An added benefit of calling 10111 is that in most instances, if you’re
calling from a Telkom line, the operator can immediately see your
physical address. So in an emergency if the call goes dead, for example,
they still have an address and know where to send a vehicle.
In summary, 10111 should be treated as a police emergency line, with
routine calls channeled directly to the station or sector vehicle.

When calling an emergency number it’s vital that you give them key
information clearly. You need to tell the dispatcher who you are, your
exact address and very briefly what has happened. Don’t go into long
explanations; they can’t do much to help you over the phone. Explain
what type of help you need and how and why the situation is urgent. If
a suspect has left the premises, tell them what he was wearing, what he
did and in which direction he went – this way the vehicle responding
can look out for suspects while heading towards you.

Contacting The Police

Always make sure that your domestic worker, children and anyone
working or staying in your home know which number to dial.

Be assured: despite a lot of negative publicity, the policemen and women on the ground are there because they really do want to help and are
willing to do so. You need to arm them with as much clear information
as possible to help them help you.
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Community Police Forums

Community Police Forums

Every police station in South Africa is required to have a CPF.
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A CPF is a structure created by law to allow civilian oversight and
input into local policing. Most CPF structures are underutilised and
underperform consistently purely because they don’t understand the
far-reaching powers that a CPF actually has.
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A CPF is comprised of representatives of community groups and is
elected annually at an AGM. For example, a CPF could have representatives from the local ratepayers association, neighbourhood watch,
sports clubs and similar organisations.
Once properly established, the CPF is encouraged to form sub-forums,
which are representative bodies for each sector. Theoretically, the CPF
gets input from the sub-forums on what the community is and isn’t
happy with and then discusses this with the SAPS management and
provides feedback and action plans.

CPF structures report to the Department of Community Safety and
have access to project funding and budgets to run community policing
based projects throughout the area and to assist with creating a safer
community. These budgets are relatively easy to tap into and require a
minimum of paperwork to get a project launched.

Community Police Forums

Overall, the CPF has far-reaching influence in a police station including giving input into the station’s budget and annual business plan (yes
they do have one), the right to inspect the cells and talk to prisoners to
see that they are being properly treated and of course to sit in on management meetings.

All CPFs are required to hold monthly meetings that may be attended
by the community to discuss concerns and patterns directly with police
management.
I would encourage everyone to attend their local CPF meetings to get a
feel for what strategies the local police have in place for crime prevention and service delivery. In a country where crime and crime prevention is high on everyone’s agenda, every community needs to be aware
of the full facts and should interact through the appropriate channels
with the SAPS.

Most CPFs circulate e-mails or smses to interested parties about when
they are meeting, and meeting dates are generally fixed for evenings on
the same day of each month (first or last Tuesday of the month, for example). If you haven’t yet made contact with your local CPF I strongly
recommend you do so.
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Each station around South Africa is required to make the contact details of their CPF members available to the public. Ideally they should
be available and displayed in the Community Service Centre or be
available on request from the switchboard at the local police station.
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Armed Response and How They Work

Armed Response Companies and How They Work
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In order to understand armed response companies and what they can
and cannot do for you in terms of personal security, it’s again valuable
to have a little insight into their history and what function they actually fulfil in the big picture.
In the early 1990s if your home alarm was activated, it dialed out over
your telephone to a control centre that would call the police and notify them that your alarm was going off. Due to the exceptional volume
of these calls, the police considered a charge per alarm attended if the
alarm was faulty. The drain on policing resources was enormous.
This led to the rise of the alarm response industry. Companies were
quickly formed that offered to monitor your alarm for you and send
someone out to check if everything was in order. This way, if you were
out of town or out to dinner, your neighbours didn’t have to listen to a
wailing siren while eagerly anticipating your arrival back home. It was
a basic and necessary service.
With crime becoming more serious at the time, companies leveraged
the phrase ‘armed response’ and offered to send armed personnel
to your home to check the alarm and apprehend any intruders if it
wasn’t a false alarm. People gravitated naturally to this service because
it offered them the peace of mind that someone capable would arrive
in their time of need.
Over the years armed response has become standard, with many
insurance companies insisting on homeowners having armed response. This decision was based on a mid-1990s study that showed
that homeowners with armed response services, while still prone to
burglaries, were likely to lose fewer items of value in a burglary as the
culprits would enter and leave quickly before the response officers
arrived.

Fifteen years later crime patterns and trends have changed, and we’ve
learnt lessons from incidents where armed response officers have
mistaken homeowners for intruders and homeowners have mistaken
response officers for intruders. However, not much has changed in the
service offering. Or has it?
Armed response companies in the early 2000s learnt that an offcer
hopping over a garden wall was likely to twist his ankle and that
would mean a few weeks off work and a good bit of paperwork. Officers were often bitten by dogs and injured on fencing, so it wasn’t long
before companies started discouraging their response officers from
hopping over fences and walls. The risk of injury just became too
high. Today, it’s not uncommon to see some armed response officers
whipping out a little step ladder to peer over a wall to see that everything is in order rather than risk jumping over.
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If you read through a response contract, you’ll find that clauses about
gaining access to your property are carefully worded. I’m not saying
that armed response officers are shying away from work. I am pointing out that armed response companies are businesses with very real
risks to manage in terms of work related injuries and legal constraints.

Armed Response and How They Work

In time emergency medical services were also tacked onto the service
as an added bonus.
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Armed Response and How They Work
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Then there is of course the debate about whether a homeowner actually
wants alarm response or armed response. Armed response infers that
the person responding to your alarm carries a firearm and is capable
of using it effectively and responsibly under the conditions of their job.
To be clear, an armed response officer (ARO) may never carry his personal firearm on duty; he must carry a work-issued licensed firearm
only. An ARO must also be declared competent having passed theoretical and practical exams in the use of a firearm and the legal use of
firearms.
It is also important to note that an ARO has no powers of search, seizure or arrest any more than you or I have. AROs all operate under civilian powers of arrest only. In fact, all security officers in South Africa
operate under civilian powers of arrest and are subject to exactly the
same laws and restrictions as you and I.
In order for an ARO to be certified competent in the use of a firearm,
he probably fires approximately 100 rounds of ammunition a year from
a stationary position with an unholstered weapon at a distance of five
to seven metres. This isn’t necessarily true for all armed response companies. I know of many who invest huge sums of money in the professional training of their staff. However, just as many keep to the bare
minimum.
Having been a keen firearms enthusiast since the age of 16 when I started shooting, I can categorically state that it takes thousands of rounds
of ammunition a year to build the required familiarity with a firearm to
use it confidently and competently. It takes hours of dedicated training
and coaching to be able to fire a weapon calmly under the most stressful life threatening conditions.
I am yet to be convinced that armed response companies in South Africa take weapons training and use seriously enough to actually offer
armed response as a service worth paying for in the consumer market.

So how does all this work and what are you actually paying for?
Most people pay approximately R300 a month for armed response.
This fee covers three components: alarm financing, alarm monitoring
and armed response/alarm response.

Armed Response and How They Work

I am not an advocate of armed response. I prefer alarm response. Alarm
response is essentially the same service, but the person responding to
the alarm will not be armed. I’m not a great believer in introducing a
weapon into a situation that doesn’t already have one. What I want is
someone who will respond, assess the situation and if necessary call
the police to attend to it since they’re the most capable, qualified and
legally empowered to do so. I know that not everyone will agree with
me, and there have indeed been cases where armed response officers
have distinguished themselves in dangerous situations.

Alarm financing: Companies offer alarms at reduced upfront rates in
exchange for increased monthly subscriptions and minimum period
contracts.

The newer option on the market is GPRS. This requires a unit like the
RF transmitter to be placed in the ceiling (normally) and the unit has
a SIM card which transmits the alarm signal via the cellular network.
In most cases this is the R180 a month option because of cellular costs.
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Alarm monitoring: This ranges from R80 to R180 a month depending
on how the monitoring happens. If your alarm is connected to a Telkom landline, it’s cheap to monitor. If the alarm is activated, it dials
out on the phone line and sends a signal to the control room. Telkom
lines can and have been cut in the past to circumvent this, so the radio
frequency (RF) transmitter is a good alternative. This is an add-on device to your alarm that’s normally situated in your roof and transmits
a signal to the control room if your Telkom line fails and the alarm is
activated. This does cost slightly more as there’s a licence fee payable
for the frequency being used.
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How To Choose A Reputable Alarm Monitoring And Response Company
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Armed response/Alarm response: The response component costs approximately R150 a month.
Crime Watch members are able to use alarm monitoring only and then
have alarm signals relayed directly from the control room of their chosen provider to the patrol car which will respond.
Know what you’re getting for your money and what you can expect
from the service. Read the fine print of your contract.

In South Africa we have an organisation called PSIRA (Private Security
Industry Regulatory Authority). It is illegal to offer any security service
without being registered with PSIRA. Registration requires training to
be completed to ensure a minimum skill level and understanding of the
security industry and the laws governing it.
Any security service provider that you use must be PSIRA registered.
If you use them knowing that they’re not registered, you too could be
fined. Insurance companies can repudiate claims if your service provider is not properly registered.
If you ask your service provider for their registration number or certificate they should gladly provide it. You can also go to www.psira.co.za
and enter the company’s name or the owner’s ID number to check if
their registration is current.
In order to offer an alarm monitoring service, a company must by law
be a member of SAIDSA (South African Intruder Detection Services
Association). The association’s website address is www.saidsa.co.za

In South Africa, alarm installers and monitoring companies are legally
required to be members of SAIDSA. Membership of PSIRA for any
person or company offering a security service is also a legal requirement in South Africa.
If you’re using a service provider for any form of security service and
they do not have a PSIRA registration number you should question
their credentials immediately.
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SAIDSA is responsible for maintaining standards in the alarm installation and monitoring industry. If your alarm is not SAIDSA approved
and installed by a registered SAIDSA member, you could be in for a
nasty surprise if you have a claim. Always insist on an alarm certificate
after installation that bears the SAIDSA stamp and shows the installer’s
membership number.

How To Choose A Reputable Alarm Monitoring And Response Company

How to Choose a Reputable Alarm Monitoring
and Response Company
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Section Two: The Harware Factor in Home Security

Over time however, bandits and pillagers learned to construct large
ladders that could reach the top of the highest walls. Grappling hooks
became commonplace for castle raiders and the castle was no longer as
safe as it had been.
And so security evolved. The next step was the introduction of the
moat. A good moat filled with a few man-eating creatures would deter
anyone from coming within climbing range of the walls. A drawbridge
would drop daily and allow people in and out of the castle under the
watchful eye of the gate guards.
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In ancient times people lived within the walls of a castle to protect
themselves from wild animals and bandits. They would build high
walls with watch towers and have roving patrols to head off bandits
before they reached the castle (medieval armed response). This served
the castle dwellers well for many years.

The Hardware Factor in Home Security

With an understanding of the role and function of the police and
armed response and alarm monitoring companies, we can now look
at the next line of defence – the physical components that can protect
your home.
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The Hardware Factor in Home Security

It’s obvious that security and the continued improvement of security
mechanisms is by no means new. As with a medieval castle, we protect
our homes today in much the same way. We build bigger and higher
walls, yet thieves still manage to get in under the guise of being workmen or with plausible stories. Once in, they open the gates for their
friends to join them.
Quick Point
Medieval castles had certain common elements:
•
•
•
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•
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The area surrounding the castle would be cleared of vegetation to provide a good view of any incoming threat, and there
would be a moat and a drawbridge.
The castle walls would be dotted with towers or ramparts from
the safety of which a wary eye could survey the area for bandits.
Within the castle walls would be yet more fortifications such
as strong sturdy doors with heavy crossbars just in case bandits made it to the internal castle walls.
Beneath the castle would be hidden places where the nobility
could hide if indeed bandits made their way through all the
layers of security.

At the heart of all good home security is a simple and robust plan that
covers all the bases from A to Z and allows for contingencies along the
way.

Perimeters: Gates

Yes, the technology and terminology has changed, but the fundamental
principles of security have not. Through the ages they’ve been studied
and refined at length yet they still remain unchanged.

Foremost in your planning is of course knowing what layers of security
lie beyond your castle walls and what they can do, which is why we
started by looking at the police and security services to see what they
can offer in your quest for a safer environment.
We’ll look closely at each individual component of your home security
and how to apply it, test it, question vendors and ensure that you’re
getting the right level of protection for your home.

Perimeters
In his poem ‘Mending Wall’, Robert Frost wrote “good walls make good
neighbours”. Whether or not this is true in the South African context is
of course debatable.

Quick Point
Many homes have a 1.8 metre boundary wall. It’s almost a building
standard and has been for many years. In our quest for privacy and
security, we’ve boxed ourselves in. That being said, a properly constructed wall with good gates is still an effective deterrent. Here are
some tips for maximising the security a good wall can offer:
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While a high solid wall will certainly do a lot to keep intruders out, it
will also prevent anyone else from seeing what intruders are up to if
they make it over the wall.
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Perimeters: Gates

•
•
•
•

If you leave your wheelie bin outside at the wall, someone
could climb on the bin and hop over.
Badly pruned trees at the boundary wall offer a good hiding
space and handy leverage for anyone wanting to get over the
wall.
Keep your boundary walls clean. Dirty walls in need of a coat
of paint will hide the tell-tale scuff marks of someone trying to
climb over while neat and clean ones will highlight them.
Low flowerbeds outside at the base of the wall can be useful –
they won’t stop anyone coming over, but footprints in the soil
will show you where someone has been trying.

Gates
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The two weaknesses of any boundary are always the gate and the driveway entrance. These are two areas that need good lighting. Illumination around the gate will discourage anyone from loitering, let you see
who is there after dark and of course make it harder for them to hide
while trying to jimmy the gate.
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Many homes with good entrance gates have buzzers that allow access
to the property by pressing a button inside the house which in turn
closes a circuit and opens the lock. Unfortunately, these locks can be
easily opened.

As with all things in security, we sacrifice security for convenience.
Good security would be to have a strong lock and key mechanism on
the front gate, but with the comings and goings at any home on an
average day, this would be inconvenient. The best compromise here is
correct fitment of the electronic lock, with all wires disguised and out
of reach. While these locks are available in DIY form, I always encourage people to rather have them professionally fitted. Proper fitment will
prevent the average intruder from bypassing them easily.

Perimeters: Gates

The standard electronic gate lock pictured above can be bypassed in a
few seconds with makeshift tools. Only if a full shroud is welded to the
inside of the gate can it be made harder to bypass – and then it’s just
harder and not impossible.

Electronic gates are equally vulnerable because they can be lifted out
of their railings. To prevent this, at the very least a stable join and top
brace needs to be added so that the gate cannot be lifted from the rails.
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When installing your driveway gate, always be sure to ask the installer
if the remote is on a fixed or variable frequency. The older and cheaper
remotes have a fixed frequency that they operate on and armed with
nothing more than a learning remote for a television or cheap scanning equipment the frequency can be intercepted and reprogrammed
to provide the ultimate easy access.
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Perimeters: Electric Fencing

Just as the area outside your front wall should be cleared of anything
that could aid an intruder, so your driveway gate needs to be uncluttered, clear and extremely well lit so that you can see any threat quickly.
This is essential in the age of car-jackings. Avoid having plants outside
your driveway so that there’s nowhere for an attacker to hide waiting
for you to get home, flood the area with light if possible, and consider
having small stones decoratively placed left and right of the driveway
and at the front gate – they make it difficult for a criminal to sneak up
quietly.
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Electric fencing
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Electric fencing is quite common these days. It is a visible deterrent, it
is difficult to climb over, and it will of course give anyone holding onto
the wires an electric shock. Electric fences run between 8 and 10 000
volts, but it’s more the joule setting that determines the zap. If properly installed these fences are relatively safe in homes with animals and
children.
You can link your electric fencing to your existing alarm system in
most cases so that if someone attempts to cut a wire or activates the
fence by grabbing it, the alarm company is notified.

Never delude yourself that electric fences are a panacea for all crime
problems. They do keep intruders off the property, but they also place
greater reliance on sturdy well-installed gates, because your gates become the next target in your perimeter defence.

Perimeters: Electric Fencing

In terms of routine perimeter protection, I recommend having an electric fence. I do however feel that they should always be installed at an
angle on top of the wall and not upright. By angling the electric fencing, you’re creating a workable deterrent that makes it even harder for
a determined intruder to get over because there’s no leverage. If for
example an intruder finds your electric fence isn’t working for some
reason, upright mounted supports will give him something handy to
grab onto as he pulls himself over the wall. If they’re at an angle, they
won’t support his weight.

We’ve discussed physical walls, but what about palisade fences? Do
these offer a reasonable level of protection?
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Indeed they do. Palisade fences offer the benefit of your neighbours
being able to see what’s happening on your property while still keeping intruders out. But they have to be properly installed, and where
possible, the top of the support poles should also be spiked otherwise
a nimble intruder can get over (I have seen this done and have done it
myself when responding to calls with the SAPS).
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Perimeterss: Plants

Usually the weak point of palisade fencing is the corner. Too many
fences have great reinforced brick pillars on the corners and with a
little leverage an intruder can hop right over without being impaled.
Some broken glass cemented to the tops of the corner pillars will help
to prevent this. Similarly, many palisade fences don’t have robust braces
for the gate and driveway gates and consequently these become weak
points. Ensure that there’s no way over the top of your gates if you have
palisade fencing.
From walls to fences, the principles are simple. Keep the area on the
public side of your wall free and clear of trees and anything that would
help an intruder hop over. Make sure that your gate and driveway gate
are brightly lit and unobstructed, and fitted with the best locking mechanisms you can afford.

Plants
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On the property side of the wall or fence, you have the opportunity
to reinforce your security without compromising the visual appeal of
your property. Look at the trees and shrubs on the property side of the
wall and consider the use of environmental security barriers (plants).
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Plants are great for discouraging intruders. Whether you choose kameeldoring or roses, or perhaps a creeper with thorns, these add to the
aesthetics of your property and make the life of anyone trying to get
over that much more miserable.
When surveying your garden, pay particular attention to large bushes
that may provide a good hiding place for anyone who may make their
way onto the property. Consider garden lighting to brighten up those
spots at night.
Most of us with a little DIY savvy and some basic tools can erect a
motion activated light that covers the garden and weak points of the
house. If possible, use solar powered units so that you don’t have to
worry about getting power to them and you can save on your electricity
bill.

It’s a good idea to walk around the outside of your property and see
where you’re able to get over the wall yourself, as this will help you to
identify weaknesses.
It may cost some money and a weekend of DIY to secure those weaknesses, but always remember that your best option is to keep intruders
off the property completely.

Windows, Doors and Locks
Should an intruder make it past your perimeter onto the property, their
next challenge will be to find a point of entry.
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Ideal points of entry for a criminal to a normal residential home will be
along the side or back of the house – this affords the intruder the best
cover from being seen by an inquisitive neighbour, and typically side
and rear windows and doors are secured to a lower standard than the
front of the house.

Perimeters: Windows, Doors and Locks

Your perimeter wall is your first controllable line of defence against an
intruder. Community patrols, neighbourhood watches, security companies and the SAPS all lie beyond those walls within the suburbs and
the extent of control that you can exert on them is obviously limited.
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Perimeters: Doors

Over the past two decades I’ve seen numerous front doors that have
been forced open, gates that have been broken apart and locks destroyed – all to gain access to the home. It’s the easiest and quickest
route into the house if they’re poorly secured.

Doors
Your front door needs to be assessed firstly for the level of security it
provides when nobody is home and secondly for the level of security it
provides when someone is home.
When nobody is home, a solid door that can withstand a beating from
a determined intruder is ideal. This means that hollow panel doors and
doors with pretty inset panels are unsuitable. You need a solid timber
door that’s treated and maintained as much for aesthetics as it is for
structural integrity. You also need a robust frame that sits firmly in the
surrounds and has a strong lintel above it.
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Your front door should have a peephole. Peepholes are simple enough
to install yourself, and they give a good wide angle view of who is outside the door, so you won’t open the door to a stranger.
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If you have this lock and it’s the only one on your door, it’s not enough.
Although these locks are affordable and do lock a door automatically

Many people fit these locks with simple wood screws on the retainer
side which is mounted into the door frame. This is not going to stand
up to the force of someone’s shoulder against the door. Those little retaining screws will give way quite fast.

Perimeters: Doors

behind you, they’re also quite easy to force open if they’re installed to
standard specifications.

You can, however, give these locks a little more strength. All you need
is a drill and some basic DIY. The holes that run into the door frame
to keep the retainer in place need to be drilled all the way through
the frame. Once drilled right through and countersunk they can be
attached with a nut and bolt on the inside.
If an intruder now puts his shoulder to the door, he’ll find that he’s effectively trying to push the whole wall over and stands more chance of
dislocating a shoulder than he does forcing the door. It’s a quick retrofit
that any handyman can do and will increase the security of the lock to
the level it’s meant to provide. Properly fitted, these locks should be on
your front, back and side doors as well as the standard two or three
lever locks that most doors have.
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If you have an ornate door that has thin panels, consider replacing it.
However, many people like their front doors and would rather have a
gate in front of it than replace it
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Perimeters: Doors

If you’re placing a gate in front of your door, it should preferably be
mounted one metre in front of your door, creating an alcove. An alcove
provides a safety distance between yourself and a potential intruder. It
prevents someone leaning through the gate and reaching you. In the
next section we’ll look at security gates.
When you’re at home, you want to feel safe and know that your security measures work at their best. After a few years on a drug raid team I
learnt that even the barricaded front door of a drug dealer’s house isn’t
much of a deterrent to brute force. When brute force doesn’t work, a
halligan tool or crowbar will. In most cases, I found that a strong shoulder or a well-directed kick was sufficient to open most doors.
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Forcing a door open is all about attacking the weaknesses. It’s easier to
angle a good blow or two at the locking mechanism to ‘bend’ a door
inwards than it is to hammer at it with a hard shoulder. I’ve seen doors
with pretty little chains that have gone flying, a few robust swing arm
devices that have also popped off and others that have just relented at
the first swift kick.
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The only measure I’ve encountered that would have broken my shoulder and foot before relenting is the door jamb bar. They are very popular in apartments around America but we see very few of these in South
Africa. With the onslaught of home invasions, however, this could soon
change.

Hopefully we’ll see these on the market in South Africa in due course,
but if we don’t, they can be made as a DIY project with steel tubing and
some ingenuity.
These devices are particularly useful if you’re living in a block of flats
with rather ‘dodgy’ neighbours, or in a high crime area. They take seconds to put in place at night and give you peace of mind that nobody
can come through the door in a great rush.

Perimeters: Security Gates

A door jamb bar (pictured on previous page) effectively braces between
the floor and the lock mechanism of your door and displaces any force
that’s used against it. The reality is that trying to kick in the lock mechanism on a door with a door jamb bar in place is pretty much like trying
to kick the wall over. It just won’t happen.

Security Gates
A mistaken perception we have about security gates is that they cannot
be bypassed. Anything can be bypassed if an intruder is sufficiently
determined and innovative.
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The photo below is of a well-known style of internal gate that is considered by most to be unbreakable. Gates are a deterrent and will slow the
advance of an intruder but will not necessarily stop him.
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Perimeters: Windows and Burglar Bars

As with doors, the weak point of a gate is the lock mechanism. If this
is shoddy then it won’t stand up to a mini crowbar or improvised tool.
Gate locks need to be bulky, strong and securely mounted into the
frame of the gate.
That gate could be all that stands between you and an intruder – an
intruder who has already made his way through the neighbourhood
unseen, over your perimeter defences and is now inches away from his
objective.
Too often, people spend on security in reverse. They’ll spend R3000 a
year on armed response, tens of thousands on walls and electric gates
and then spend no more than R400 on a gate to reinforce their front
door. This just doesn’t make any sense at all. The closer you are to the
intruder’s objective, the more you need to spend wisely.
Security gates that slide and operate in surrounding braces are stronger
than simple swing gates that are screwed into the framework. They’re
not as attractive, but they are more robust.
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If you’re opting for a gate in front of your door, get a gate with its own
rail mechanism that allows you to slide, slam and lock in one swift
movement for maximum security.
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Windows and Burglar Bars
Windows are the next area of concern. Homes with timber frame windows are generally more at risk than homes with aluminum frame windows. Intruders just love timber frame windows, especially on older
houses. A flimsy set of 6mm round steel bars neatly screwed into the
window frame is no deterrent for any intruder with a little muscle or a
cheap mini crowbar. The retaining screws pop out in seconds allowing
easy access.
If you happen to have these fitted at home, don’t panic just yet.

If on the other hand you have Spanish burglar bars which stand well
proud of your wall, assess them carefully. While offering a good visible
deterrent and having a certain visual appeal, these are often just too
easy to bend upwards.

The only burglar bars I’ve seen over the years that have taken a beating
and never (to my knowledge) been beaten are those that are actually
recessed into the masonry on the inside of the window. This may not
be the prettiest solution, but it does work. Two holes are drilled on opposite sides of the window sill. A solid steel rod is then inserted so that
it’s lying comfortably inside both holes by about 2.5cm minimum. The
holes are then closed with cement around the bars. Anyone wanting to
get through those bars will need a truck to push the wall over.
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An intruder simply gets a double hand grip on a lower rung of the bars,
hops onto the wall and leverages his weight backwards to peel the bars
up. This does however require a fair bit of effort, so these bars will still
slow down an intruder’s advance.

Perimeters: Windows and Burglar Bars

DIY can save you an expensive new set of burglar bars. Much like the
front door, drilling all the way through the frame and retaining the
bars with bolts and nuts (heads recessed obviously) will reinforce them
immediately.
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Perimeters: Windows and Burglar Bars

In some ways we try to find security options that don’t compromise the
aesthetics of our homes. The latest trend to find its way to South Africa
is polycarbonate burglar bars and gates. These hardened polycarbonate
bars are transparent, and from a few metres away are almost invisible.
I’ve seen them installed on gates and windows and while I don’t like the
pop-rivet installation, they do seem to work. Because of their flexibility
they are hard to break. Technical data shows that it would need around
3000kg of pressure to break a polycarb bar – that’s quite impressive.
Their visual appeal makes them popular because they’re less obtrusive
than conventional steel bars.
Whichever burglar bars you choose, be honest with yourself when assessing their effectiveness. Will they really slow down an intruder or
frustrate him long enough that he’ll give up?
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Always remember the objective of the security measure you’re working
with. Perimeter fences, walls and gates are there to keep people off the
property, and gates and burglar bars should slow down anyone who has
got past your first barrier. If they’ve already made the effort to get over
the first hurdles, you can believe they’ll put some fair effort into getting
past your gates and burglar bars.
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A quick word on common sense: every month I see people who are
robbed because an intruder made his way through an open window.
Don’t leave invitations for intruders – even if you are just going out for
a few minutes. Make security a habit and ensure that all windows are
properly closed.
If you need to leave a window open for your cats, make sure it’s the one
with the best burglar bars on. If you’re using a catflap, make sure it’s
the smallest that you can reasonably use. Small children working with
criminals get through these quite easily, and the installation of a catflap
typically weakens the door allowing a solid kick or two to break a hole
around the catflap big enough for an intruder to get through.

Alarms and Intruder Detection

Going back to the model of our ‘castle’: we have community patrols,
armed response and the police prowling the streets to keep intruders
at bay. If an intruder slips through and somehow mounts your castle
wall, the next line of defence will of course be solid windows, doors and
burglar bars. For an intruder to get this far, he’s shown determination
and he’s almost reached the prize. You still have one more chance to
stop him in his tracks – the alarm system.
In place of medieval watchmen we have electronic wizardry. Your
home alarm is there to tell you something’s wrong when you’re out,
and if you’re home, it will wake you up at night if someone is trying to
get in. Additionally, your alarm system is there to call for help on your
behalf (a simple but critical action).

Infrared detectors work on heat sensors. They sense changes in heat
patterns and if the change is significant enough to represent a human
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Alarms are actually quite simple devices. Most alarm systems have two
types of sensors: infrared detectors and contact sensors.

Perimeters: Alarms and Intruder Detection

Before discussing alarms and how to choose a good one, it’s important
to understand what you can expect from an alarm system.
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Perimeters: Alarms and Intruder Detection

being, they trigger an alarm. Regular sensors are available, as well as
pet-friendly sensors which simply ignore the smaller heat signatures
made by domestic animals.
Contact sensors are generally fixed to doors and windows. They have
small magnets inside and as long as they’re close together the signal
flows. If they move apart, the signal is broken and the alarm is triggered.
In addition to the sensors, the average domestic alarm system has one
or more panic buttons. Pressing one of these buttons closes a circuit
and triggers the alarm.
At the heart of the system is the control box which connects everything. The control box monitors all the signals and receives activation
signals from your keypad.
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Control boxes are generally connected to transmitters which either dial
out on a telephone line, or send a radio frequency message or cellular
network message. This message is received in a control room to alert
someone that your alarm has been activated and will normally show
them which part of your system has been activated.
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In a nutshell, that’s how alarms work. The electronics are simple and
most DIY fans could actually buy the components and install a system themselves. However, a home alarm is not something you should
install yourself. It’s a final line of defence and needs installation to a
predetermined standard.
In South Africa, the South African Intruder Detection Systems Association (SAIDSA) sets out the standards to which an alarm should be installed. This is to ensure that consumers who aren’t electronically savvy
get what they’re paying for and that it’s done to a fair and reasonable
standard.

The main cost of an alarm system is the control box and installation.
The sensors are actually quite cheap. The installation is a time-consuming process because it needs to be precise and neat. This means that
once an alarm is installed, you’ve dealt with the biggest outlay.
Schedule an annual service of your alarm. Contact sensors rust internally, collect dust inside over time and the magnets weaken, and then
the sensors either don’t work or they give off false alarms. Panic buttons
similarly require testing and sometimes replacing. Servicing an alarm
costs approximately R500 and is worth every cent. You do not want to
discover during a break-in that your alarm doesn’t work.

Perimeters: Alarms and Intruder Detection

For example, did you know that in order for an alarm to be SAIDSA
(and therefore insurance approved) your alarm system must have an
infrared detector faced over your transmitter box? This is to prevent
someone getting into your roof and disabling the transmitter. It’s a simple ruling that makes perfect sense, yet it’s ignored by far too many
installers in order to do the job cheaper.

During an annual service you can find out information from the alarm
company about new products on the market and whether or not they
would be appropriate for you.
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One of the newer innovations to reach South Africa is outdoor beams.
These transmit a beam of light from one sensor to another. If anything
breaks the beam, the alarm is triggered. This creates an early warning
system should someone hop over your wall and approach the house.
I definitely see the value of these for larger properties with expansive
gardens, but smaller gardens probably don’t warrant such measures.
Outdoor beams can also be useful across pool gates to alert parents that
children are moving around or near the pool.
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Many people know how to arm and disarm their alarms and little more.
The majority of control panels have special codes programmed into
them, such as the hijack code. The hijack code is a pin number that you
punch in in an emergency. It deactivates the alarm and sends a silent
panic signal to your alarm monitoring company. Instead of them calling to confirm the activation, they immediately notify your response
team that a hijack alarm has been received and response is dispatched
straight away.

Many people don’t even know that their alarms have this function.
Most alarms also have an at-home setting, where the external access
to the house (windows and doors) is armed and the internal sensors
are bypassed so that you can move around the house. This is generally
a night-time feature which gives you peace of mind that the alarm will
activate if anyone tries to get in while you’re asleep.
Another nice feature on the newer alarms is the ability to add on a
transmitter/receiver for a remote control. This means that for about
R750 you can add a module to your alarm system that lets you control
it via remote control instead of pushing buttons on the keypad.

A SAIDSA approved company abides by strict employment codes to
ensure adequate screening of the staff to make sure that they have no
criminal records and will not abuse your alarm information. If you’re
not dealing with a SAIDSA approved alarm monitoring company, you
could well be at risk!

Firearms and Personal Defense Options
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I’m regularly asked if I recommend firearm ownership for self defence.
This is a highly complex question with so many different angles and
opinions.
What I do recommend is that if you’re considering buying a firearm
for personal defence you first weigh up all the factors before making a
decision.
To start with, acquiring a licence is quite time consuming and can be
costly. You will need to undergo a firearm competency examination
which includes a theoretical and practical test. You’ll then need to purchase a firearm and apply for a licence and competency certificate as
well as buy a firearm-approved safe.
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We’ve looked at the basics of an alarm system, discussed the importance of only using a SAIDSA approved installer and considered the
role that your system should play in the overall security plan for your
home. The last thing is to make sure you have a SAIDSA approved
alarm monitoring company.
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To maintain a decent level of proficiency with a firearm you need a
minimum of one day at a shooting range at least every second month.
Ammunition costs and range fees will add to your expenses.
Yes, you can just buy a firearm and put it in your safe for emergencies
– but in an emergency, will you be able to act calmly in the face of imminent danger with adrenaline coursing through your veins? Will you
have acquired the necessary skill to place a shot accurately at five to ten
metres within a split second and with no hesitation if someone’s life
depends on it?
It would be naïve to believe that you can go from not handling a firearm at all to purchasing one, doing a few hours practical training to
fulfill the legal requirements and then just point and survive at the crucial moment.
Firearms are technical. They require the building of muscle memory in
your arms and hands to control them with certainty and if you’re not
willing to put the time (and yes, money) into visiting a range regularly
to hone those skills, you’re better off without one.
If you do want to own a firearm or perhaps have one already, I strongly
advise that you make regular visits to the shooting range and practice
with the weapon to maintain your familiarity with it and improve your
handling skills. It is far too easy for an intruder to take a firearm away
from an unskilled person in the heat of the moment, or even worse, for
you to make a fatal mistake and shoot the wrong person.
Firearms and the laws regarding their use are simple. There are three
rules:
Firstly, memorise the acronym IDOL, which means In Defence Of Life.
This rule means that you can use a firearm and lethal force in defence
of life – ‘life’ being yours or someone else’s who is unable to defend
themselves.

If your firearm is on your bedside table and there are other people in
the house, it’s not under your exclusive control. If it’s attached to your
body in a holster then it’s under your control.
These two simple laws of firearm ownership will help you figure out the
answer to pretty much any question you may have regarding the use
and storage of a firearm.
The third rule is just as easy to remember: never point a weapon at
anything you do not want to kill, and treat every weapon as though it
is loaded.
Every responsible gun owner should know these rules by heart.
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The second rule of firearms concerns control. If a firearm is not under
your direct and exclusive control, it’s illegal. If for example your firearm
is in the safe but the safe keys are on the table, then logically you’re no
longer in control because someone else in the house can pick up the
keys and gain access to the firearm.

If you’re going to keep a firearm in the home for self defence, the responsibility rests with you to make sure that you are up to date with
the legal use of force and the safe and responsible use of your weapon.

Pepper spray sends out a jet of pepper fluid which you ideally aim at
your attacker’s face. It is non-permanent and causes the eyes to water,
the nose to run and a really uncomfortable hacking in the back of the
throat. Nasty stuff!
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If you’re not keen on owning a firearm for self defence, consider other options. Pepper spray is a very effective personal defence option.
It is made from ground chillis mixed with water and is placed under
pressure in a handy little spray can. There’s a little more that goes into
making pepper spray, but those are the basics.
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Every policeman and woman is issued with pepper spray after completing a basic competency course. I’ve seen it used on crowds and I’ve
used it on countless individuals and groups. The results have always
been the same – they stop what they’re doing, sit down and cry. It’s a
phenomenal leveller when used properly.
When buying a spray, pay particular attention to the package label.
You’re looking for Oleo resin capsicum as the primary ingredient.
Don’t be fooled by sales pitches telling you that it’s 20 000 scofield heat
units or 20% strength. These are sales techniques and are not necessarily an accurate reflection of what is a good or bad product. The active
ingredient is most important.
The second consideration is the spray nozzle. For most people I recommend a direct stream, which means that the fluid will come out of the
nozzle in a straight jet for at least one to two metres before dissipating
in a mist. This is a very valuable feature when using pepper spray outdoors in even light wind conditions. Stream sprays send out the liquid
at an angle as it leaves the nozzle, and this will yield a more than ample
dosage if the wind catches it.

I cannot recommend pepper spray for self defence and home protection highly enough. It is a completely non-lethal spray which means
that it can be used responsibly but still has a margin of error. I always
have a can nearby at home, in the car and ensure that my girlfriend also
has one in her bag and close to hand.
The use of pepper spray is considered minimum force in South Africa
which makes it ideal for self defence.
The SAPS-issued pepper spray, when sprayed into someone’s face directly from one metre away, will leave them incapacitated for between
five and ten minutes.
Another less-than-lethal device I’ve seen a lot is the ever popular stun
gun. There is a big difference between a Taser and a stun gun. A stun
gun has a battery and emits a 10 000 – 30 000 volt zap which when
pressed against a person will cause temporary pain and disorientation.
A Taser however fires out two probes on little coils that embed themselves in the attacker’s skin and then deliver a pulse that will incapacitate them. Having been shot with a Taser during training overseas I can
vouch for its effectiveness with no hesitation.
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Finally, always test your spray at least once a month since the gas inside
the canister does escape over time. Give it a good shake and a short
squirt somewhere at the bottom of the garden and move away from the
area. If there’s no power behind the spray it’s time to replace it.
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Tasers are however quite expensive, costing a few thousand rand (anything less will be an imitation) and the cartridges are approximately
R250 each.
Stun guns are by nature not the best option for self defence. This is
because you must be within touching distance of your assailant for it
to have any effect – this already breaks self defence rule number one of
keeping distance. I’ve yet to encounter anyone who has used a stun gun
to successfully defend themselves – aside from security officers who are
well trained in using them.
There are loads of gadgets on the market these days purporting to be
self-defence gadgets. The reality however is that most of them are gimmicks and when put to the test fail miserably.
For a self-defence tool to work for you, it needs to allow you to maintain a reasonable distance from your assailant and incapacitate them
instantly. The device needs to be concealable and easy enough to use
under pressure and with the flow of adrenaline that an imminent attack
will bring. In the light of this, pepper spray ticks all the right boxes
whereas most devices on the market today don’t.
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Safe Rooms
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We’ve looked at your ‘castle walls’, roving patrols in the suburb and of
course doors, windows, gates, locks and alarms – but what if something
goes wrong? What if someone makes their way through all those layers
and into your home – either by force or by guile?
Remember earlier I mentioned hidden passageways beneath the medieval castle? Let’s look at the modern and rather practical alternative to
tunnelling under your home to your neighbour.
Taking into account the rise over the past three years of home invasions
in certain suburbs of the Western Cape, the identification and use of a
safe room in the home is practically essential.

Perimeters: Safe Rooms

Firstly, what is a home invasion? A home invasion is a crime where
criminals gain access to your house while you’re home. In this way,
they can force you to show them where your valuables are, get your
bank cards and pin numbers, and take your car keys and safe keys.
During most home invasions the occupants of the house are tied up
and either assaulted or left unhurt.
With this in mind, let’s explore what a safe room is.

So how do you identify, equip and prepare a safe room?
Your safe room should be a room in the house that has windows that
are small and extremely well secured to prevent access to the room
from outside the house. It should have solid walls, not dry walls, and
ideally have a reinforced or solid door with the best lock you can afford.
Logically, if you retreat to your safe room because someone is trying to
attack you, you can assume that they will try to force open the door of
the room where you’re ‘hiding’.
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A safe room is a room in the house that is adequately secured in such a
way that you and members of your family could retreat to this room in
the event of an intruder finding his way into your house. From the relative safety of your room you should be able to call for emergency assistance, treat any immediate injury and remain safe until help arrives.
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Most interior doors are hollow but these won’t stand up to much of a
beating from a determined attacker. Your safe room must have a solid
wood door and a professional lock. The lock should be something that
can be engaged easily.
Bathrooms generally make the best safe rooms in most homes. They’re
easily accessible, logically have internal locking mechanisms to the
doors and usually have small windows that can’t be seen through from
outside the house. They also have water which is useful if you need to
be in there for a few hours.
In your safe room you should have certain equipment that will assist
you in an emergency: a small first-aid kit, a cellphone and pre-paid
SIM card (it doesn’t need credit to make emergency calls), a printed list
of emergency numbers, and pepper spray.
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Your next step is to familiarise yourself and family members with the
safe room, how it works and when it should be used. Practice getting
into and locking the safe room from different parts of the house including the garden.
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With younger children you can turn this practice run into a game – a
serious game though. Choose an obscure keyword, for example “OSKAR” (something simple that can’t be mistaken for anything else).
When anyone in the house shouts this word, everyone else shouts back
the name of the room they’re in right then and makes their way to the
safe room as fast as possible.
This simple game gets everyone into the habit of reacting in a predefined way to a specific keyword.
Many of you will remember the old familiar sound of three or four
rings of the school bell which meant that you had to sit under your
desk or make your way to the playing fields in single file. It worked
well in our schools many years ago and works even better in our homes
today.

More than this, on using the keyword you should be able to ascertain
which room of the house everyone is in and will be able to judge for
yourself if anyone needs help getting to the safe room.
If this process seems a bit excessive, consider the origins of safe rooms.
Safe rooms were first commonly used in the Second World War during
air raids if people couldn’t get to a shelter. They would choose the most
robust room with the best shelter and meet there.
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You have now created a safe zone in your house and a keyword that
everyone in the house will react to.

Over the years, the concept has been taken to all manner of extremes
including reinforced walls that are more reflective of bunkers and the
more common type of safe room which we’re discussing here.
In VIP protection, the VIP will always have a safe room allocated to
himself and his family whether it’s a permanent fixture at his home or
a temporary safe room at an office or venue.
The keyword for getting a VIP and his family members to the safe room
will always be the same and the unquestioning response to the keyword
will similarly be unchanged.
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By having everyone in the house declare where they are, the protective
staff of the VIP can assess who is and isn’t going to get to the safe room
in time – just as you will be able to assess which of your family can and
cannot make it inside and will need your help.
Once your family has practised the routine for using the safe room,
you’ll have this backstop should an intruder make it into your house or
even onto your property.
Believe it or not, even the wealthiest people in the world practice scooting about their homes to get inside a safe room. As odd as it seems, this
could be the difference between life and death.
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As with all matters related to personal security, the old phrase “Chance
favours the prepared mind” is very true. If you are at least mentally
prepared to react to an emergency, the chances of you doing something
proactive instead of freezing or panicking are exceptionally good.
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CHAPTER TWO: PRACTICAL WAYS TO COPE WITH CRIME

Over the past few years a disturbing trend has emerged in terms of
home invasions. Previously rather rare, they have now become all too
commonplace in South Africa and recently in the Western Cape.
As we discussed at the end of Chapter One, a home invasion is essentially just that – a group of assailants will forcibly gain entry to their
victim’s house while they are home. Using the threat of violence, they
overpower their victims, tie them up and are then able to ransack the
home. Often they make their getaway in the victim’s car packed with
household goods.
In the United States this type of crime is far from new and is of course
well documented and studied in terms of trends and patterns. Research
has shown that these attacks are most likely to take place at night in
middle to upper income areas and if there is to be violence, it will take
place within 60 seconds of the attackers’ entry to the home.

Practical Ways to Cope with Crime: Home Invasions

Home Invasions
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It appears that South Africa is following these same trends. What can
you do to reduce the chances of being a victim of this crime?
In order to protect yourself against such incidents, you need to understand the means and method behind these attacks.
Typically, these invasions are perpetrated by a group of three or more.
This ensures that they have sufficient manpower to have one person
watch over the door, another watch over the tied-up victims and a third
to loot the home. Sometimes a fourth or even fifth person may be used.
Selection of a target household is seldom random and requires some
form of planning. With the inherent risks involved with this type of
crime, it would be risky for a four-man crew to pick a house at random
without first checking escape routes and the likelihood of finding cash
and valuables.
Chances are more likely that they will first amble through the area for a
few dry runs and then, when the timing suits them, they’ll strike.
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When they do strike, they will use a standard way of operating. They
will want to get into the house quickly and get everyone in the house
into the same room where they can be controlled.
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To achieve this they will use as much violence as they have to in order to make sure that nobody leaves the house – obviously this is the
biggest risk to them. If someone in the house escapes and sounds the
alarm, they could well find themselves trapped with no route of escape.
Once they have everyone in the same room and have satisfied themselves that no one has raised the alarm, they will complete a search of
the house for valuables.
As you can imagine a home invasion is far more sophisticated and traumatic than a robbery or housebreaking. The risk of physical harm within the first few minutes of their entering the home is high.

The first step in the process is clearly to make your home a less appealing target. To do so you need to achieve a balance of lifestyle and good
security.
The primary point of entry in home invasions is the front door, so review your front entrance in the light of Chapter One where we looked
at ideal doors and locks. Will your front door, lock, door chain and
security gate withstand two or three large men wanting to physically
force their way into the premises? Never leave doors unlocked, even
when you’re having a party and expecting more guests.
A review of home invasions around Cape Town shows that another
point of entry is the main gates to the property when you come home
and open them. This is probably when you are at your most vulnerable
and pose the best target for a hijacker or home invasion. They will try
to follow your car into the property before the gates close, rush in behind you, overpower you and force you into the house.

What if you’ve taken all precautions but it still happens to you – either
in your own home or that of a friend?
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To avoid this, ensure that the gates to your home are well lit inside
the property and out so that you have a good visual of anyone lurking
nearby. If you see something suspicious, be guided by your gut instinct
– drive around the block and call Crime Watch or the SAPS to investigate immediately.

Practical Ways to Cope with Crime: Home Invasions

In order to protect yourself against home invasions, you need to adopt
a two-pronged approach: firstly you need to make your home as hard a
target as possible, and secondly you need to be mentally prepared with
a game plan should a home invasion happen. (Even if you’ve created
your own Fort Knox at home, you could be visiting friends or family
and find yourself in the midst of such a situation.)
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Firstly, remain calm by breathing deeply – remember that the chances
of them being violent decrease as long as everyone in the house does as
they are told, avoids eye contact and speaks calmly and slowly. Avoid
any sudden movements that may surprise them.
It’s a good idea to have two safes in the home (if you need a safe). One
can be for storing passports and valuables and should be secured to a
wall in an obscure place. The second should be a ‘dummy’ safe containing some cosmetic jewellery, possibly a few hundred rand in cash and
items that can be taken by the invaders. Be compliant if they demand
access to your safe – your dummy safe may be enough to convince
them that they have indeed got what they were looking for.
If you own a firearm, make sure that holsters, empty ammunition boxes and any other evidence that you own one are well hidden, because
if they find them they will know there is a firearm on the property and
become intent on finding it.
Remaining calm in this type of situation is never easy. You can start
by reminding yourself that most home invasions are over within four
to six minutes. Breathe deeply and slowly and calm the people around
you. If you’re calming those around you don’t do it in a hushed tone as
the attackers may think you are planning something. Speak clearly and
slowly and let them hear that you are trying to calm those around you
and are doing as they ask.
Quick Points:
Concentrate on gathering as much information as you can without
looking directly at the attackers. This is a mental distraction that will
help to calm you and will also help you to give good descriptions to
the police later. Here are some pointers:
•

Try to gauge how many attackers there are, what language they
are speaking or what accent seems prevalent.

•

•
•
•
•
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•

Try to gauge how many attackers there are, what language they
are speaking or what accent seems prevalent.
Mentally name them with any names you can think of (e.g.
Bob, Paul, Smelly, Ugly) – absolutely anything that will allow
you to connect small bits of information to a particular suspect. Compare them to famous people or actors to create a
mental picture for yourself.
What type of weapons do they have – revolvers, pistols or rifles?
If you get to see them standing, look at a fixed object near
them, like a bookcase or door frame, to gauge their height.
Pay close attention to their shoes. It’s easy for a suspect to toss
off a jacket or jersey when fleeing a crime scene, but they never
come equipped with a spare pair of shoes!
When they leave the property, listen for the car. How many car
doors can you hear closing? Are there possibly two cars? In
which direction is the car or cars heading?

The moment the situation is safe and help is on the way, write down
everything you can on a piece of paper while it is fresh in your memory.

The golden rule to remember during a home invasion is stay calm, stay
alert – and stay alive.

Crime packs
Despite having a great security plan in place, all the right preventative
measures and the mindset to go with it, crime could still happen to
you. Out on the street, on the way to work, out visiting friends – there
is ultimately only so much that you can do to reduce the odds of being
a victim of crime.
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This skill of creating a mental description is something that everyone
should practice, and you can practice it absolutely anywhere. Next time
you’re at a coffee shop, ask yourself: “If I had to describe that person
over there, how would I describe them?”
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In the event that you fall victim to crime, it’s important to be prepared
in a practical way.
How prepared you are for this eventuality makes all the difference.
Over the years I’ve always advocated the collation of what I call crime
packs. A crime pack is a package of documents that everyone should
have and keep stored securely.
Think for a moment what you would do right now if your credit card
was stolen. Do you know the number of the bank to call to report the
stolen card? It’s printed on the card, but that’s no use to you when the
card has been stolen. You need to have the number stored somewhere
else. What if your ID book was stolen? You need a certified copy of the
original. If your car was stolen, did you know that without a copy of the
registration papers proving that you’re the owner you cannot report
the theft?
Quick Points:
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A crime pack contains all the information and documents you could
need in any emergency. It can be stored with a trusted friend or
family member for quick access. Here’s a list of the information you
should have in your crime kit:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

certified copy of your driver’s licence
several certified copies of your ID
certified copy of your passport
photocopy of the front of all credit, debit and store cards (never copy the back with the CVC code)
photocopy of your medical aid card
contact details of your personal doctor
details of any chronic medications you require
copy of an organ donor card if appropriate

•

•
•

Too many people think about this too late. Don’t wait until something
happens! After a loss you’ll be a lot calmer because you are prepared for
it – this can make all the difference in the world.
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You can add to this list depending on your individual needs. Some people have duplicate keys and copies of their wills in their crime packs.
Your personal circumstances will dictate what you include in the pack.
Decide what you need by asking yourself: Will I, the police or someone close to me need this information immediately after a loss, theft,
assault, car accident, etc?
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•
•

contact details of next of kin and persons to be notified in an
emergency
certified copy of your vehicle registration details
contact details of your insurance company, including emergency numbers
contact number for trauma counselling centre
photocopies of domestic workers’/gardeners’ IDs.
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What to Do After a Housebreaking
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Despite the precautions we take, a determined intruder might still find
a weakness in the system and exploit it. So what do you do if you find
your home has been broken into?
From a policing perspective, housebreaking is a priority crime. This
crime is tackled at various levels, firstly by prevention by having visible
patrols in your area, secondly by responding to suspicious movements
on or around properties, thirdly by responding when a housebreaking
has taken place in the hopes of catching someone in the act, and finally
through investigation after the fact.
Quick Points:
When a home has been broken into, the first thing that needs to be
established is which crime has been committed. In South Africa, the
legal definition of housebreaking relies on the following events taking
place:

•
•
•

Entry to the property must be forced and there must be visible
evidence of this.
Goods must have been removed from the property and these
must be specified in writing.
No permission must have been given for the entry or removal.

If these three elements aren’t present, then the incident will not be classified as a housebreaking.
If your case has been registered as a housebreaking, the following information will help you understand the process and procedures:

Your case will be assigned to an investigating officer after the initial
on-scene investigation. If there are any leads he will follow them up, so
descriptions of suspicious persons seen around the property at the time
of the housebreaking are vital – it’s always a good idea to ask neighbours if they saw or heard anything out of the ordinary. Your stolen
property will then be listed so that when regular checks are conducted
on pawnbrokers and raids on drug houses take place, stolen property
can be identified.

Fingerprints that are lifted from the scene of the crime are checked
against suspects if there are any. In the absence of a suspect to match
prints against, the prints are loaded to portable fingerprint terminals
(known as Morpho Touch units). These units are routinely used when
a suspect is detained and on random stop and search operations.
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Your property can only be identified if you have made it identifiable.
There is nothing more frustrating to a policeman than catching a suspect with property he thinks has been stolen and not being able to trace
the real owner. Serial numbers need to be on electronic equipment,
either engraved or marked with an ultraviolet pen. Mark your items
like sound systems, laptops and televisions. Keep a record of the IMEI
numbers of cellphones in your home. Take photos of your valuable
jewellery. After a housebreaking, this information is most likely to lead
to the arrest of the criminals.
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Once you have reported the incident to the police, you will be given a
case number (for example 101/08/2007 Milnerton). Your case will be
assigned for immediate review by the on-duty detective. He may want
to come and inspect the scene of the housebreaking and will call you
on the phone number you have supplied. He will arrange for a fingerprints officer to visit you as quickly as possible, but this may take up to
48 hours. It is important that you don’t touch anything that could have
been handled by the suspect(s) before the fingerprint officer has been
to inspect the scene. If in doubt, ask the detective on duty what you can
and cannot touch while waiting.
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If the person who broke into your home is caught for another offence,
having the fingerprints from your home on the Morpho Touch means
that fingerprints can be compared, and the person can then be linked
to your housebreaking case and detained as a suspect.
Once a suspect is arrested, the detective will take a statement from him,
investigate all aspects of the crime and forward the case to the State
Prosecutor. The State Prosecutor will weigh up the evidence and chances of a successful conviction and will decide whether or not to continue
with a prosecution of the suspect or call on the detective to get additional information.

Domestics and Tradesmen
Having a security plan and the best preventative measures in place is a
great starting point. However, your home will only ever be as safe as the
people you allow into it.
This brings us back to the model of securing a castle. We all know what
happened in the city of Troy and how that wonderful gift of a wooden
horse worked out for them. In modern day South Africa, the Trojan
Horse is still one of our largest threats.
Every month I see or hear reports of people who have been victims
of crime because they let someone onto their property who shouldn’t
have been there. In our area alone, we’ve seen highly convincing salesmen and people masquerading as Eskom technicians and Telkom
technicians. Typically they’ve stood at the gate with official looking paperwork and tools and connived their way into the home past unsuspecting homeowners and domestic workers. They can be very convincing – even down to the detail of carrying identity cards.
Let me be quite clear on this point since it’s open to wide debate. I don’t
allow anyone onto my property without an appointment – period.

When I do have tradesmen at the house, I’ll always call a friend and
let them know that someone is working at my house (even though I’m
there) and how long I expect them to be. If my friend hasn’t heard from
me by that time to say they’re finished and have left they’ll know there’s
a problem and call to see if everything is in order.
My domestic helper and gardener have worked for me for many years
and I trust them implicitly. I do however also keep copies of their IDs
away from the house. When I employed them, they understood that
South Africa has crime problems and they have nothing to worry about
as long as they respect my property and privacy.
By retaining copies of your domestic staff ’s identity documents, they
will know that you are security conscious and that even if they were
to take something and not return to work they would still be easily
identified.

This is another example of social engineering or in layman’s terms, getting information out of someone about a target without them realising
it.
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When hiring domestic staff, make a point of discussing your personal
requirements with them (if they’re already in service, make a point of
discussing it now). I always outline the importance of not discussing
their work at my home with their friends and acquaintances and never
engaging in conversation with people on the way to or from work. It’s a
classic burglar’s tactic to chat up the local domestics and gardeners and
find out what they think of their work, their bosses, when their bosses
come home, etc.
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It doesn’t matter how good their offer or how convincing their story –
if I haven’t phoned and confirmed who they are and why they need to
visit the home, I won’t let them in.
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Quick Points:
I believe in ensuring that domestic staff know your security rules and
abide by them – even if this means getting someone with better skills
in their home language to explain it for them. It’s important that
your domestic staff understand that you’re concerned about their security as well as your own. Here are a few guidelines you can give
your staff:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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Nobody is ever allowed onto the property without you calling
to say so first – and no exceptions ever.
Never give out the home phone number, owner’s name or any
other information to anyone phoning or at the gate.
Avoid speaking to strangers on the way to and from work, and
if they do they must never give out work information.
If in doubt, call the police.
Always lock the gates once inside the house.
Avoid leaving doors open while working. Open them when
necessary then lock them.
Make sure that your staff know where panic buttons are located and what they are for.
Make sure that your staff know how to reach you in an emergency.

Always be wary of Trojan Horse approaches and don’t be afraid to call
the police, armed response or neighbourhood watch (or if you’re a
member, the Milnerton Crime Watch) to stand by while tradesmen are
busy with deliveries or to verify someone’s credentials.
It’s also important to know how to deal with people who come door to
door for collections. In Milnerton we use the ‘knock-knock’ policy. It’s
a simple policy that our members choose to follow in which everyone
agrees never to give anything out at the door or to employ anyone

(even on a casual basis) at the door.

In its full form all residents who agree to the knock-knock policy
place stickers on their front gates indicating that they are knock-knock
members. Over time this discourages people from even trying at those
homes. While some people see this as uncharitable, I prefer to see it as
‘responsible giving’.
Your neighbourhood doesn’t even need an official policy like this. Residents can simply agree that they refuse to give at the gate or to employ
at the gate. By standing together as communities we’re able to achieve
much more in terms of our overall safety and security.
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We all have open hearts and want to help where we can. But in South
Africa charities are able to assess a person’s needs and help in a meaningful manner, so we should rather support charities directly instead of
trying to help individuals.
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By channelling donations of food, money or old clothing to the right
charities in the area, residents are quite comfortable saying “no” at the
gate and referring people to those charities directly. As more and more
residents adopt the policy, people are discouraged from going door to
door since there’s nothing to gain from doing so. This obviously reduces the number of transient people in the area and makes it easier for
patrols to stop and ask the intentions of unfamiliar people.
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I’m often asked if the knock-knock policy should also exclude children
from local schools selling raffle tickets, etc. No, they obviously aren’t
included in the list of people to turn away at the door. I am of course
referring to schools in your area and from your community.
Another frequent visitor to neighbourhoods in the Western Cape is
the manure or tar salesmen. These people arrive at your home with a
bakkie or cartload of “excess manure or tar from another job” and offer
it at a bargain rate.
Before the unsuspecting resident realises it, these people have used
several times more than they originally estimated and then demand
payment. I’ve seen them arrange with intimidated residents to come
back for payment later or the following day, and I’ve seen them threaten violence and damage to property to get residents to pay. The simple
rule is, don’t open the door to them at all. They are aggressive salesmen
of note and won’t take no for an answer. If they even smell hesitation
they’ll be on your property before you know it, spreading stuff around
as a sample, and it’s all downhill from there.
As a security conscious homeowner, you need to learn to be firm. No
should mean no. Do not get into debates with salesmen and panhandlers at your gate. They may try to keep you in conversation while they
assess the security weaknesses of your property. Just say no, and if they
refuse to leave call the police or neighbourhood patrol.

Household Insurance
Most homeowners in South Africa have household insurance to cover
their belongings in the event of a loss. You can reduce your premium
by understanding what discounts you qualify for.
Your premium is calculated according to the risk level for the area that
you’re living in. This is based largely on statistics of claims history in
that area. Ask your insurer when last the risk profile of your area was

To ensure that you achieve the maximum discounts applicable, tell
your insurer about all the security measures that you have in place. You
can receive a discount on your premium if you show that there is controlled access to your property and that your gates are secure. You will
also receive a discount if you have an alarm, if it’s monitored and if it’s
monitored and responded to by a PSIRA registered entity.
Please note that it does not have to be armed response – while some
insurers may say so, they are mistaken. Alarm response is adequate.
If your home is burgled and you need to claim from insurance, the
process will be smoother if you have records of the serial numbers of
your electronic equipment. Take photos of these items and their serial
numbers and save them to an online storage facility like Dropbox to
ensure that they’re available even if your home PC is stolen.
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updated. Your area’s risk profile may have reduced since you first took
out your policy.
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The use of CCTV in public areas, busy roads and complexes (Royal
Ascot for example) has been controversial. While many sing the praises
of CCTV as a tool for reducing crime, there are just as many critics who
don’t see the value proposition.
So what is the bottom line – does CCTV in public spaces reduce crime
or not?
A professional high grade system such as that used in the CBD and
monitored from the SAPS control room is definitely beneficial. It can
lead to a reduction in crime because opportunistic criminals know that
the police are monitoring and reacting. The same cannot necessarily be
said for monitoring by private security companies.
A simple CCTV setup in a public area has to be monitored by at least
two people rotating every 30 minutes or so. This means that the manpower requirement is particularly high. Monitoring 24 hours a day 365
days a year gives a total of 8760 monitoring hours requiring two people.
I’m sure that you can appreciate the cost of that monitoring alone. Even
if the system generates two arrests and convictions (unlikely in most
cases) a month, that equates to 365 man hours per arrest. A lot of resource hours need to be dedicated to achieve those arrests.
Another downfall is visual clarity. Getting a direct and useable facial
image over community area CCTV systems is exceptionally rare. Even
the best CCTV camera lenses can be affected by direct light beams from
cars at night, sunspots during the day and of course dirt and grime that
builds up over time.
The reality is that most CCTV operations are indeed useful as investigative tools after a crime. They can help get a better idea of exactly what
happened, the number of persons involved, etc.

CCTV is by no means the ultimate crime-fighting tool. My personal
view is that within residential suburbs the money CCTV would cost is
much better spent on physical patrols where a broader and more tangible result is achieved.
However, if your neighbourhood has the funds and resources available
and sufficient patrolling with no other security expenditure for the area
required, CCTV is worth looking into, but with realistic expectations.

Personal Security And Self Defence
Over the years I’ve studied a number of martial arts and taught martial
arts classes and self defence classes for ordinary citizens and security
professionals. Through policing, I’ve interviewed dozens of people who
were attacked, many who did defend themselves and just as many who
froze in the moment.

By nature the majority of people are passive and the thought of beating
someone senseless with a hammer is abhorrent. We live in a country
where violent crime is rife and any one of us could fall victim at any
time. Being armed when you’re attacked will always bring you closer to
an even fight (or better).
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Over the years I’ve come to identify that what matters is mental preparation and mindset more than actual technique or training. We read
in the news daily how people are attacked and seriously injured with
ordinary objects – an ashtray, a hammer or even a screwdriver – yet
we rarely read about individuals who have used these same objects to
defend themselves.
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They can also catch the number plate of a suspect leaving the area of a
crime. Unfortunately the number plate could be false and unhelpful in
the investigation.
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Look around any room and you’ll see at least ten makeshift weapons
that you could use right now if an attacker burst through the door. A
heavy ornament, a tool, a glass that can quickly be broken to produce a
sharp cutting edge – the list is pretty endless and limited only by your
imagination and the practicalities of the room that you’re in.
Rule one of self defence is always: Get a weapon. In the military, recruits are taught that pistols are a tool used to get somewhere where
you can find a heavier weapon. In civilian life, a broken glass or ashtray
is something that will buy you time and a route to a knife, bat or heavier weapon.
I could ramble on for chapters about proper foot positioning to achieve
balance, conservation of movement, body dynamics and much more,
all of which would perhaps be interesting but would help you very little
in a confrontation.
Fighting skills for a military or police officer are very different to those
required for a civilian. What you need is practical common sense.
Armed with pretty much any weapon that comes to hand and a strong
enough desire to survive, you’ll find your way through the situation
quite comfortably.
Most attackers are cowards. They prey on people who are oblivious to
their intentions and are stunned into submission when attacked. The
last thing that an attacker wants is resistance. An attacker wants the
upper hand and an easy win and in many instances will turn and run
before engaging with someone who has quickly armed themselves with
a makeshift weapon and is clearly not going to give up easily.
Anything can be used as a weapon. A car key carried in your hand can
be used to slash across an attacker’s eyes or be jabbed into the soft skin
around their neck. A simple pen can be used just as effectively to stab
at an attacker’s eye, the soft tissue below the ribs or the solar plexus. A
wine or water glass lightly tapped on any solid surface will break and

Even the humble cellphone when struck with sufficient force at an attacker’s temple will deliver a result.
While I have no desire personally to see regular people arming themselves with makeshift weapons and practising war cries in their living
rooms, the very real possibility exists that you may one day need to
fight for your life – literally.
All that it takes to give yourself an edge over an attacker is a mindset
that is open to the opportunity to defend yourself. Get into the habit
of just glancing around from time to time and considering what you
could use as a weapon immediately if you had to – and where and how
you would strike with it. This simple mental exercise is taught to practically every intelligence officer around the world in some form or another. It’s a basic survival skill that breeds the appropriate mindset that
will kick in when you need it the most.
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give you a razor sharp cutting edge that few people would want to risk
arguing with.
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I also feel strongly that everyone over the age of 18 should attend a
basic first aid class with a refresher every few years. Unfortunately very
few people actually take the time to learn how to do basic CPR, control
profuse bleeding and learn the rudimentary first aid skills. In a country
where the risk of injury in an accident is probably as high as the risk of
being attacked it is hard to understand why so few people do take the
time to learn.
Basic first aid courses cost a few hundred rand, take place over an afternoon or evening or two, and can be done with a group of friends or
family.
Nothing saddens a policeman or paramedic more than arriving at the
scene of an accidental drowning to find that despite there being people around directly after the accident, nobody knew how to do proper
CPR.
Take the time and effort to ensure that someone in your immediate
household has basic first aid skills. Look up St John’s Ambulance or the
Red Cross and find out where your nearest course is held, or arrange
one at a local school.
A self-defence mindset and basic first aid are crucial to protecting
yourself and your family.

Anti-Hijack Techniques And Defensive Driving

In recent years Capetonians have been spared from this crime for the
most part when compared to other areas of the country. The past two
years however have seen a dramatic increase in the number of hijackings in and around Cape Town.
The common modus operandi is that the hijackers will lie in wait concealed by bushes, street corners or neighbours’ properties. As soon as
the target gets out of the vehicle to open the gate or is stationary waiting for the gate to open or close, they move in quickly and at gunpoint
or knifepoint force the owner from the car. They will then make off
with the vehicle and anything inside.
This is a traumatic experience for anyone. How can you avoid being a
victim, and what can you do if it happens to you?
As always, prevention starts with awareness, followed by mental preparation.

Target selection is based on a variety of factors including the specific
type (or even make, model and year) of vehicle that they’re looking
for. Research has shown a preference for certain models over others.
Location also plays a role in the selection of a target. The ideal location
is somewhere that the target is obliged to stop (such as gates) and has
dim lighting and poor visibility as the hijacker will need somewhere to
hide pending the target’s arrival. A reasonable escape route from the
area also influences the hijacker’s choice of location.
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The essence of a hijacking is that they want your car, your keys and
your cellphone. The extent of force that they will be willing to use to
achieve this objective varies, but statistics show that using lethal force
is common.
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The legal definition of hijacking is the theft of a motor vehicle where
violence is used to obtain the vehicle.
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To reduce the chances of you being chosen as an easy target, do the
following:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Ensure that you have ample lighting over the entrance to your
property – make it bright and inviting to visitors while being a
deterrent to hijackers.
If you have sliding gates, ensure that they are set to their maximum speed for opening and closing.
Be alert when approaching your property. If you see something
suspicious, rather drive around the block again – particularly
in rainy weather. If you’re still uneasy, call the SAPS or your
security provider to come and look first before you risk going
into the gates. Never assume that a ‘harmless bergie’ sleeping
on the road next to your gate is exactly that!
When approaching your gates, avoid getting too close. Give
yourself room to manoeuvre if you need to. When you have
the nose of the car right up at the gate, you’ve got nowhere to
go.
If your entrance is tight and you have to get right up to the gate
then do so, but put the gears into reverse while you wait for it
to open. A quick tap on the accelerator is all you will need to
back out of trouble should someone approach you.
Once you are inside the gates be aware that someone could run
in behind you. The best way to be prepared for this is to reverse in. It will take a few seconds longer and possibly a threepoint turn, but by driving to your entrance, then opening the
gate with the remote, then driving past to line yourself up for
a reverse park, you’re able to pass both sides of your gate and
see what’s lurking in the bushes. Then, by reversing into your
driveway, you’re keeping a close eye on what’s approaching you
as you enter the property – this makes it incredibly difficult for

If you do become a victim of a hijacking, what can you do to raise your
chances of survival? Firstly, keep your eyes down. Avoid direct eye contact with the hijacker. Speak slowly and clearly – their English may not
be good and they’re nervous too. Tell them you’re going to do as they
say. Ask before doing anything, for example: “Can I take my seatbelt
off?” “Must I get out now?” This way they will know that you’re being
compliant and will anticipate what you’re about to do and hopefully be
more relaxed.
If they demand your wallet or cellphone, don’t object. Give it to them
and tell them first that you’re going to reach for the item and where it is,
for example: “I’m going to take my wallet out of my pocket.” Keep your
head facing down throughout the ordeal.

Quick Points:
Being hijacked is extremely stressful and nerve-wracking. For this
reason a close friend or relative should keep the following information for you:
•
•
•

Your car make, model, year and registration
Your blood type and family doctor’s contact details
Your medical aid details.
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Remember that your best chance of survival is with being compliant
and unable to recognise them. As soon as the hijackers have left, alert
the SAPS by calling your sector vehicle from the nearest phone and
if you can’t reach them, then call 10111 (preferably both and in that
order).
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These simple things could be enough to make you an unattractive prospect to a potential hijacker. They could also help you spot him before
he starts his assault. The few seconds that this buys you will be enough
to drive out of harm’s way or through it if necessary.
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After a hijacking (or an accident) you might be in a state where you
can’t remember all these details – details that are essential if the police
and other emergency services are to help you. Having a friend who has
them could save your life.
Choose a friend whose telephone numbers you know by heart – it won’t
help much if their number is stored on your cellphone which is on the
way to the chop shop with your car!
For those who can’t afford a tracking system, I also suggest getting a
cheap cellphone (about R200) with a pre-paid card and placing it in the
boot of your car. Register the cellphone for the look-4-me service for
a few rand a year and you’ve created your own cheap tracking system.
Remember to check once a week that the battery is working, or have it
wired to charge off the car.
If the car is stolen, you can log onto the look-4-me website and locate it
to within a few hundred meters.
When driving, make it a habit to always maintain a car’s distance between yourself and the car in front of you. If someone jumps out of the
car in front of you and tries to hijack you, you have space to go left or
right around them. If you’re too close to the car in front of you, then
you have nowhere to go.
Also, try to stay in the middle lane away from the curb when approaching a stop street or traffic light – this means that a hijacker has to come
across the traffic to reach you. It doesn’t mean he won’t get to you, but
it does mean that you’ll see him coming.
When approaching traffic lights that are red, slow your speed well in
advance so that as far as possible you’re constantly moving. The less
you stand stationary the lower the chance that someone can try to hijack you.

Equally worrying in South Africa is the number of incidents where
‘lookalike’ police cars have stopped motorists and then hijacked them.
Because the SAPS deploys quite a large fleet including unmarked detective vehicles, it can be tricky working out if you’re being stopped by
a legitimate police vehicle or not.
If in doubt about the authenticity of a police vehicle and if you truly do
fear for your safety, it could be an option in some areas of the country
to put your hazards on and at a slow speed drive towards the nearest
police station. Ideally one should always stop for a police vehicle, but
in South Africa so many people have been hijacked by lookalikes that
you may not want to take that risk.

In a perfect society you should never be asked for a bribe by a police or
traffic officer. In Cape Town it’s a rare thing to happen – in Johannesburg not so. I don’t believe that people should be paying these bribes at
all. It just perpetuates and aggravates the problem. My advice is always
to say “No thank you, I’ll take the fine” and then if you have to appear
in court in connection with the fine, use the opportunity to say that
you were asked for a bribe and refused.
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If you can see it’s a marked police car with blue lights I would highly
recommend complying with them – but as soon as you stop, phone a
friend and tell them where you’re being pulled off the road. As a matter
of course, if I’m stopped by a traffic cop or police officer, I immediately
key in a friend’s number and dial them as soon as I stop. Then I’ll say
something like “Officer, this is Witkoppen Road. Why are you stopping
me?” It may be all that my friend hears, but it’s enough to make sure
that someone else knows where I am and that I’m being stopped. If I’m
asked for a bribe (it is Africa after all) it also puts someone else into the
conversation so that I have a supporting witness.
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Most people will tell you that in areas such as Johannesburg, it’s common practice to treat quiet traffic lights as four-way stops after dark.
It’s not legal, but it does make sense when done cautiously, and I would
probably choose to do just that rather than come to a complete halt at
a badly lit or unlit intersection in the dead of night.
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The only way we in South Africa can stand up to bribery and corruption in the police and traffic services is by not contributing to it and
reporting those who ask for or demand it.

What to do after an accident
Accidents happen on our roads every day. Most are ‘fender benders’
but some are more serious. The law states that any accident on a public
road where no person is fatally injured must be reported to the SAPS
within 24 hours, but a lot of confusion exists over how, where and what
to report. This section will clarify a few of those issues.

You may report an accident at any police station within the republic of
South Africa. It’s a fact! Don’t let anyone in any station tell you otherwise. However, the benefit of reporting the accident at the police station closest to where it took place is that you’ll be able to get a reference
number for your insurance immediately. If you report the accident at
another station, the paperwork will be forwarded to the station closest
to where the accident took place. You will then have to wait two or
three days before you can call that station to request your reference
number.
When reporting an accident you will need your driver’s licence to prove
that you are in possession of one. You’ll be given a form to complete
with multiple choice questions regarding the road conditions, types of
vehicles and number of persons involved as well as the severity of the
injuries and damage to vehicles. This form is copied to the relevant
department to collect statistics on accidents so that dangerous roads
and intersections can be identified and prioritised to make them safer.

On the form are two columns, Vehicle A and Vehicle B. If you’re the
first of two parties reporting the accident, you put all your details under Vehicle A and the details of Vehicle B’s driver under Vehicle B.
The accident report that you complete is precisely that – a description
of the bare facts without apportioning blame or acknowledging fault.
If you feel that the other party’s driving was reckless and negligent,
you have the right to raise this point with the staff at the police station
and request that a charge of reckless and negligent driving be opened
against the other driver. An investigation will take place into whether
or not the other party was indeed driving without due caution for the
safety of other road users and in a manner that would be seen as reckless on that particular piece of road.
Should you wish to lay a charge of reckless and negligent driving
against another road user or party involved in an accident, you will
need to give a statement indicating why you feel their actions should
be investigated.

Avoiding scams
In the digital age, the art of scamming people of their money has become that much easier. Every day my mailbox, like that of millions of
other people, fills up with junk mail (also known as spam). Amidst the
mail will always be one from someone claiming I’ve become an overnight millionaire.
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If you or the other party are unable to show your valid driver’s licence
when requested to do so – either when reporting the accident or after
the event – you may be fined for driving without a licence.
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Your insurance company will also request a copy of the accident report
for their records and to ensure that the information on it matches the
damage report that you will need to complete for them.
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I’ve seen hundreds of these and keeping examples has become something of a hobby over the years. I’ve worked on a few investigations
where I’ve been fortunate enough to sit face to face with people who
are part of these schemes and I’ve gained an understanding of how
they work.

A scammer sends out a few million e-mails using free software from
the internet. These are sent to mail addresses that are ‘harvested’ from
websites, online classifieds, mailing lists and ‘colleagues’. The mail
will inform the recipient that they’ve either won a prize or inherited
a fortune from a relative they’ve never heard of, or will ask the recipient to launder money through their bank account in exchange for a
percentage.
Basic mathematics will tell you that if you send out ten million of
these e-mails a day, you’re going to get some kind of response – even
if it is only one or two replies. The scammer will then enter into
dialogue with their victim about how much they’ve won and provide
some of the worst forgeries I’ve ever seen. These range from bank
statements to phony passports to establish credibility. The majority are
of such poor quality that they barely make the definition of forgery.
Eventually, the punch line will come – the victim is asked to pay a
small sum of a few hundred or thousand dollars to a Western Union
account or direct access bank account to facilitate some kind of administrative fee – whereafter of course millions and millions will just
flow.

The scammer then deletes the free e-mail account he’s been using and
disappears.
I know to the sensible reader this sounds bizarre, but some people do
fall for these scams. I’ve encountered people who flew to South Africa
to hand deliver tens of thousands of rand on arrival at the airport in
Johannesburg to facilitate the administration of their windfall.
To establish the authenticity of an e-mail, check the sender’s e-mail
address. If it’s a hotmail, gmail or any other free account, you’re probably being scammed. If you’ve won something in a competition you
never entered, you’re probably being scammed (or someone is trying
to sell you timeshare – I’m not sure which is worse!)
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The moment that payment is made the communication ends, unless
of course the scammer believes they’ve got a really good prospect
in which case they’ll try to get a little more payment for ‘unforeseen
expenses’. Needless to say, there is no pot of gold, no euro-millions, no
Microsoft lottery and definitely no millions in the bank.

Common sense is your greatest weapon against being scammed. If in
doubt, ask an IT consultant to verify the authenticity for you, or ask
your accountant for advice.

From there, they will tell you that you can buy a legal software licence
at a very low price. They’ll ask for your credit card details so that
they can set it all up for you. The only thing you can be sure of is that
they’re going to ransack your credit card.
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Another scam that has become quite popular in South Africa is the
‘Microsoft call’. In this scam someone pretending to be from the Microsoft call centre phones to tell you that they can see you have either
illegal software or a dangerous virus on your computer. They then ask
for remote access to your computer. If you grant it you’re about to be
scammed. They’ll open the event viewer on your computer and show
you a list of warning messages that all look quite dire (they’re actually
normal and supposed to be there).
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Microsoft will never call you to discuss your software – ever – and
they will never ask for remote access to your computer. If anyone does
this simply hang up the phone, or – my personal favourite – give them
the number of the local police station and ask them to call you at your
‘work number’.
Make no mistake, at some point or another a scammer will try to take
advantage of you by sending you an e-mail, calling you from a call
centre or something similar. Let your common sense prevail. If something feels wrong, it probably is.

Making a statement
There may come a time when you are required to make a statement to
the SAPS. This could be a routine thing for insurance, a witness statement or a statement given to the police after or regarding a crime.
The important thing to know about statements is that their ultimate
purpose is to be used in a court of law. Keep your statement as simple
and clear as possible, sticking only to the facts in chronological order.
You are allowed to type a statement in your own time and then take it
to the police station to sign it in the presence of a police officer. This
verifies the authenticity of your signature and that you are making the
statement free of duress.

All statements should start in the following way:

All statements should end like this:
I know and understand the contents of the prescribed oath.
I consider the prescribed oath to be binding on my conscience.
I have no objection to taking the prescribed oath.
Always keep your statements clear and to the point. Numbering the
paragraphs will help with clarity. Don’t assume anything as the prosecutor reading it will have no background and will only work from
what he or she reads in your statement. Also consider keeping a copy
of your statement for your own records.

Practical Ways To Cope With Crime: Making A Statement

I, John Smith, an adult male of (address), with contact numbers 021 111
1111 and 077 111 1111 hereby make an oath and state in English that:
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Practical Ways To Cope With Crime: Useful Telephone Numbers

Useful Telephone Numbers
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Milnerton Crime Watch

021 551 6222 (o/h)

SAPS Milnerton Switchboard

021 528 3800

Milnerton Sector 3 vehicle (Milnerton Central)

079 894 1459

Metro Police

021 427 5000

Community Intervention Centre (Milnerton)

021 529 9390

Milnerton Fire and Rescue

021 552 2222

Milnerton Medi Clinic

021 529 9000

Reporting broken streetlights in the Milnerton area

0860 103 089

Reporting vagrants in the Milnerton area

086 0765 423

Reporting prostitution in the Milnerton area

086 0765 423

Reporting unregistered businesses

086 0765 423

SPCA

021 700-4140

Disaster Risk Management: All Hours

021 597 5000

The Mayor’s Office

021 400 1300

Traffic Signal Faults

0860 001 948

Leaks, burst pipes, sewer defects/blockages

0860 103 054

Red Cross Children’s Hospital

021 658 5111

Lifeline

021 461 1111

Mountain Rescue

021 948 9900

Sea Rescue - NSRI

021 449 3500

Our list of contact numbers is regularly updated and available on
the website at http://www.crime-watch.co.za

Q&A
Q&A

The Q&A section is a compilation of questions the Milnerton Crime
Watch is asked regularly.
Q: Isn’t Milnerton Crime Watch just another security company?
A: Definitely not. It’s registered as a security company to comply with
legal requirements in South Africa. It is however owned and managed
entirely by the residents it serves. The entity is a registered trust with
trustees from the community and an executive committee of volunteers that are voted into office annually who donate their time and expertise to the running of the project for the whole community’s benefit.
Q: Can I be a Milnerton Crime Watch Member?
A: Yes, provided you live within the boundaries of Koeberg Road and the
sea front, Boundary Road and Racecourse Road.
Q: Why will Minerton Crime Watch not extend its areas?

Q: Is Milnerton Crime Watch related to any other ‘crime watch’?
A: No, we are a separate entity. We have no relationship or link to any
other project. We are aware of private security companies using the
term ‘crime watch’ and we do not have any relationship with them at
all.
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A: We are bound by our trust deed to the area that we serve. We will never increase the area as ours is run by volunteers from our community.
We encourage other areas to start their own projects with their own
management committees. Without community leadership and buy-in,
the project is not possible.
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Q: Should I pay attention to crime statistics?
A: Crime statistics are exactly that – just numbers. Don’t read too much
into them. What matters is how safe you feel and whether or not you
perceive crime to be increasing or decreasing. The actual numbers are
hard to evaluate because they take very broad geographic areas and
demographics into account.
Q: What should I do if I suspect a neighbour is dealing drugs?
A: Report your concern to the MCWT patrol vehicle. They will pass the
information on to the SAPS and your anonymity will remain intact.
Please remember to tell the patrolmen if you require feedback on the
matter or not.
Q: My neighbour has an illegal business – who can I call?
A: This is a municipal bylaw infraction and needs to be dealt with by the
city’s Metro police. Their number appears on page 96 of this book.
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Q: I am worried about the vagrants in the area. Can you remove
them?
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A: No, the constitution grants everyone the right to freedom of movement. The City of Cape Town has projects and Metro police units to
deal with the problem. Please refer to the important numbers section
of this book. The Milnerton Crime Watch can only ask these people to
move along, but we cannot oblige them to.
Q: Can Milnerton Crime Watch deal with prostitutes?
A: This is again a municipal issue and there is a number in the important
numbers section of this book that you can call to report the matter.
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Do however report it to the patrol vehicle and we will make more intensive patrols in the area which generally discourage their customers
from stopping.
Q: Who do I complain to about noisy neighbours?
A: If you’re in a complex you need to raise this with the body corporate.
Milnerton Crime Watch can visit them and ask them to reduce the
noise level and call the SAPS to attend if necessary. The correct channel for repeat problems is Metro as this is a municipal bylaw infraction.
Q: What can I do about tenants who won’t move out?
A: This is a civil matter and not something we can generally help with.
You would need to consult with an attorney or the Rental and Landlords tribunal to assist you. Once a contract is in place regarding any
dealings, it is regarded as a civil dispute and not something in which
the SAPS or the Milnerton Crime Watch have authority.
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